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Minorities findscarce outlets in dty nightlife 
. Minority students who feel 
limited by bar options create 
their own entertainment~ 
ALEXA AGUILAR 
. & MIKE PETTIT 
DAILY EGYrTIAN 
bands that tour through the 
:llC'.l arc the ones that play at 
his bar. 
K 
arcn Armour is the 
first to admit that 
she's not disaiminar-
, · ed against at the bars 
There may be an exception, 
Armour said. She and other 
black srudcnts point to Carboz 
as providing a more wdcom-
ing atmosphere than the oth-
ers. The club is likdy to pby 
music :appealing to blacks, 
which results in a more diverse 
crowd on weekend nights. 
• , -· . 1 , • _ . '~ • DAY1D ~UC~NAA :- D~LY EGY~ '. 
Fred's Barn near Cambria is a-h'angoutfor many black students on Friday nights, when black sororities rent if out· On other· 
nights, the dance floor in the center of the barn would be more likely to get scuffed by line dancing and square dances 
than hip-hop. 








How SIU fares in 
terms of minority 
faculty and stu-
dents compared to 
other schools. 
FRIDAY 
Minorities and the 
police, the self · 
segregation on 
campus by differ-
ent races and a 
profile on Tommy 
Curry, a controver-
sial campus voice. 
JAY SCHWAB 
DAILY EGYrTIAN 
Sunchy morning services :uc 
just the beginning of the 
invol\'cment with church for 
hundmls of black SIUC sru-
dents in CarboncWc, ·who flock 
to rcligious acthities throughout 
the week for social fulfillment. 
The church has long served 
. as a social catalyst in black com-
munities, and considering what 
some pcrcch'C to be limited 
entertainment options for 
minorities in C:uboncWc, that 
reliance on religion as a social 
agent is only intensified. While 
· many blacks do not fed com-
for1:1ble at traditional entertain-
ment venues in Carbondale, 
church life is able to draw many 
SIUC students closer together. • · 
Amanda Henderson, a junior 
at SIUC and a member of 
111111-i••~J•M Oiversity 
Editor's norc: This is the second in a four-day 
series that will take a lock at issues in\'oMng the 
c!i\1:rsity of the SIUC campus and in C:uboncWe. 
Voices of Inspiration - one of a 
handful oflocal gospd groups 
- said that the church is often 
a meeting point for many people 
who arc then able to cultiwte 
more multi-faceted rcfation-
ships. 
"Most of the time people 
gather not only in a church set-
ting, but then later they might 
go bowling, go to a mO\ie or go 
out n car,W Henderson said. 
. · 'Ibere arc countless orga-
nized actr.itics that stem from 
church groups, too. Everything 
from choirs to bible srudy meet-
ings to acting groups arc popu!;ir 
ways for religion-oriented young 
people to become involved. 
La'Cllicsh.t Harris, a senior 
from East St Louis, is a mem-
ber of a Christian efltertainment 
group called Under 
Construction. The group con-
ducts a \-.uiety of pctformanccs, 
including chncing, singing and 
poetry. 
"God didn't tell us ,ve just 
had to sit in a room," Harris 
said. "There's a lot of stuff that 
goes on in CarboncWe that peo-
ple just don't know about• 
But Father Joseph Brown, 
dim:tor of Black American 
Srudics and a Catholic priest, 
· SEE RELIGION PAGE 10 
in Carbondale. 
The minute she walks 
through the door of most local 
bars, though, and encounters a 
. nearly all-white crowd, there's 
a feeling of discomfort. It 
makes her wonder why she 
e,rcn ame in the first place. 
"You '1\-alk in, and you're 
looked at like, 'What arc you 
doing here?- Armour said. 
Jason Mallc,ry .an rdate. 
He still looks through 
"Nightlife,• scannin; for bands 
or events geared toward 
blacks. Bur too often, there's 
nothing there. He's tried the 
usu2l nightlife options a.-id 
didn't feel comfortable. 
Neither Armour nor Mallory 
can pinpoint a reason. They 
just know one thing: They 
don't fed \\,:kome at any of 
the regular bars in town. 
It's that discomfort that 
may be the reason why, on a 
typical Sarurday night, the 
' Carbond:ile bar scene is pre-
dominantly white. And it's 
why many black srudents feel 
they mast tm.'Cl the 15 min-
utes out of t0\\'11- to rent a 
facility costing upwards of 
Sl,000 - just for a place to be 
,,ith other blacks. 
Still, for the CarboncWe 
bar owners who ,verc willing 
to talk, it's not an issue of 
raci:il discrimination - it's 
just business. 
The two bar O\vners who 
did speak to the Daily 
Egyptian said they don't cater 
to one specific group; instead, 
they simply try to find musi-
cians who arc available. Jimmy 
Kara)iannis, general manager 
at Copper Dragon, said the 
James Morris, a senior in 
psychology and assistant coor-
dinator of Black Affairs 
Council, said Carboz is the 
best option as fur as local bars. 
"There's a certain inclusi\'eness 
that resonates," Morris said. 
D.J. Struckman, operations 
m:m:ager at C:uboz, said the 
night club's diversity is, in 
part, bCC1.use of the music they 
play. · 
The owncn of Stix, 
Gatsby's, Sidetr.1cks and 
Mugsy McGuire's chose not 
to comment 
\Vhether black srudents' 
perceptions arc justified or 
not, the reality is, for most, 
they shy away from the typical 
Strip scene. So the burden for 
finding entertainment falls 
mainly on their shoulders. 
Wh:it's resulted iJ a highly-
organized social structure 
:imong sometimes hundreds of 
black srudents that will dri,'C 
to Fred's D:ince Barn, a coun-
try western-themed dance 
hall. 
Wanting a pla..-c of their 
0\\'11, where they can play 
R&B, rap and hip-hop music, 
black srudents h:n'C come up 
with a system that ensures 
Fred's is theirs C\1:ry Frichy. A 
fraternity, sorority, or less 
often,just a group offriends, 
will pay the more than Sl,000 
to rent the facility, and charge 
a hefty fee at the door to cover 
their costs. 
SEE NIGHTLIFE PAGC 10 
AntJlony Hali ren·ovations stalled .two .months 
JENNIFER \VtG 
DAILY EGYrTIAN 
. Rcnm-;itions were originally sched-
uled to be complete by Dec. 10, and 
administrators \\,:re going to mO\'C 
No one C\'CI' said getting a f:icclift back in during Christmas break.. But 
W:Uc:IS}'. , withthebtcrcomplctiondatc,theywill 
Ren01-;ation work for Anthony Hall not return to Anthony H:tll until early 
has taken more than one year to com- February. 
plctc, and the finish line has been The S3.13 million project's final 
pushed back nearly two more months st:JgcS include painting. interior walls 
because of late contractors. and finishing outside 'l\indows. Gatton 
Phil Gatton, director of Plant and said the scoond and third floors arc 
Scr\iccs Operations, would not dabo- a,,mpletc, \\ith a few touches still nccd-
r.1te, but said a misrommunic:1tion and ed on the first floor and painting and 
slow contractors h:n'C ddayed the pro- flooring to be finished in the hiscmcnt. 
jcct until the end of January. Gatton said the ICllO\':ltions h:n"C 
impw,,:d the :icsthetic ,-:ilue of the gutted to replace the piping system, 
build1ng, gr.ing it a consistc!1t color ceilings, w:ills and lighting. 
scheme and adding columns and cur- More than 80 administrators, staff 
\':lturc inside. and srudcnt \\'Orkcrs were relocated to 
Rcm01-;ii of sluubbay and some the North,\'!:St Anna, north of the 
inside accents h:n"C lifted some of the Communications Building. Gatton 
gloominess, Gatton said. The windows said he has gr.1:n SC\-=l tours to staff 
h:r,,: been painted and new outside who \\ill return to the building and 
doors will soon be added. C\'l:l)'One . seems pleased .with 'the 
"It looks ready to SCI\"C another 100 changes. 
years.; he said. Marilyn McKenzie, an administra-
Construction of the 88-ye2r-old tn"C assistant, said. although she loob 
structure began in October 2000, to forward to returning to the historical 
· rcmO\"C :isbcstos and replace the heating and busier pan of cunpus, \\'Drking out 
and cooling system. The building w:u . of the_ North'l\'!:St Annex has been cffi-
dent. 
"\Vc\'C got \'U'f wodcible space 
here,• she said.. "It SCI\"CS our needs 
wdl." 
· The building was constructed in 
1913 as a_ ,vomen's dormitory for 
S75,000. In 1968, south wing reJ101-;1-
tions acatcd a new confcrcncc room 
for the Board ofTrustccs. Soon after, 
suggestions were made io rc!OCltc all 
Uoi\=ity administrators to one build-
ing at the hub of campus actnity. · 
&pcrtrrJmnfftr Wig am lot rtadxd at 
jvwig@hotrnail.com 
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Southern Illinois' 
Premier 
~~~1°per . Entertainment 
itJip;/~on Vi 
....... -- "co• .. -- enue 
CA• t O" 0 .t. l I• t L 
mDRSDAY • HOV. 29 
Broken 
Grass Sextet 
PROCEEDS.WILL BENEFIT THE ,c~ 
NEW _WDBX TRANSMITTER \WJi!J 
CAREER PATHS 
. Dietetics is•/ 
. th_e s~ie~ce ~ •. 
applying food ', 
anci ~~iriti~~ · , 
to health.'-
· Loyola Univc:rsi1y Chicago's pro• 
grams in food and nu1ri1ion. and 
dielelics can prepare you for many 
career choices in one of the faslest-
growing fields in the U.S. 
Our programs arc: offered through 
the: Niehoff School of Nursing, 
recognized nationally as a leader in 
nursing and health-rcla1ed education: 
• Post-baccalaureate Didactic 
Program in Dietetics (DPD) 
• Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in 
Food & Nutrition/Dietetics 
• Dietetic Internship 
• Post-baccalaureate Certificate 
in Nutritional Counseling 
Call today to learn more about how 
Loyola car. st.in you on your path lo a 




Oliago•, Inuit Vniffnity 
LOYOLA 
i;-=11 UNIVERSITY i ~ CHICAGO 
~:,Ill .~ N'ichoff 
·~.~ SchoolorNuning 
DAILY EaYM1AN 
. Teen arraigned for 
· school bomb plot 
('JEW BEDFORD, Mass. - A 17-y~ar-old girl 
~h!~ :hr:ig~1eJut-:,st~r ,~:te~rg~;~~~~~ts 
at New Bedford High School, according to 
Eddie Sirois, a spokesman for the city's district 
attorney. 
lnvestigJlors began searching for explosives after 
a janitor at the school discovered a letter indicating Amy 
Bowman had planned an attack that could take place as 
early as Monday. No explosives were found. 
Joseph Oliver, the school's headmaster, said Tuesday 
was "back to normal" after a 40 percent drop in Monday's 
attendance. 
Snowstorm slams Upper 
Midwest 
As much as 15 inches of snow blanketed northern 
\Vrscon .. in by late Tuesday, causing travel accidents and 
school closings across the slates. 
The storm system began in Calilomia and tracked 
northeasterly into the Upper Midwe,t, and is cunently con• 
tinuing its way into Canada · · · 
NEWS 
Officials blamed the storm for four traf• 
lic deaths where ice, 45 mph winds and 
.blowing snow kept visibility poor and • 
only one lane open on some highways in 
the northern counties. 
The weather caused minor delays at 
Northwest Airlines Tuesday when it can-
celed n flights in and. out of Minneapolis• 
SL Paul International Airport 
Tropical storm may 
become hurricane 
MIM11- Tropical Storm Olga formed east of Bermuda 
Monday, with less than a week left in the hurricane sea-
son. . 
Olga, the 15th named storm of the season, could 
~:~~:.eb~rti~r':ise~~~~~~r;t,;t~ \i~e~:~i~,:~~urricane 
Olga developed from a rare subtropical system that 
strengthened during the weekend. Bermuda reported 
winds of 30 to 35 mph Monday. A tropical storm becomes 
a hurricane when its sustained wind speed reaches 74 
mph. 
The Atlantic hurricane season runs from June I to Nov. · 
30 each year. Subtropical storms !ack some characteristics 




high of 46 
lowof41 
Rain Partly doudy 
high of 54 high of 56 
. lowof34 . lowof37 
International Briefs - lnternation,;a~I ~~~n~ternational Briefs - International 
Rumsfield follows First hostages freed 
Islamabad talks in standoff 
with visit to India 
PRETORIA, South Africa - The disburse-
ment of a new drug that prevents HIV trans-
mission from pregnant women to their ne-.v• 
boms is at the nexus of a battle between AIDS 
activists and the South African Government The 





Muslim rebels early Tuesday morning were 
relea:.ed following negotiations. 
Among those freed were four children aged 
flV'e to 1 I years old, a pregnant woman and her 
, two children. 
. The hostages were taken during a pre-dav.n dash 
state hospitals and dinics. Ta expedite their demands. 
activists have now sued the government over nevirapine 
with a ruling expected in·2002. An estimated 4.7 million 
people in South Africa are infected with HIV. 
=~e~~=n~~~/,~~~~~:~~~com-





Two soldier:; and 25 rebels were lolled in the attacks, while 
an unknown number of civilians were wounded by a055fire. 
NO ITEMS TO REPORT Readers who spot an enor in a news artide 
should contact the DAJlY EGYPTIAN Accuracy Desk 




Nov. 28, 4:30 p.m. 
Cambria room-Student Center 
SPC Campus Events Committee 
meetir.g 
Wednesdays, 5:30 p.m. 
SPC office-3rd floor, Student Cen,ter 
Gamma Beta Phi 
general meeting 
Nov. 28, 6 p.m. 
Missouri Room-Student Center 
THURSDAY 
Campus Shawnee Greens 
• meeting 
Thursdays, 5:30 p.m. 
Basement of Interfaith Center, corner 
of Illinois Ave. and Grand 
Student Environmental Center 
meeting 
Thursdays, 7 p.m. 
Basement of Interfaith Center, corner 
of S. lllinor. and Grand 
Eve~~J~~:V?~~-m. 
Rec Center Assen,bly Room 
Department of Speech 
Communication 
?op music & culture presentation 
Nov. 29, 30, and Dec.I. 8 p.m. 
2nd floor of the Communications 
Euilding at the Kleinau Theatre 
Onl-f pubrre events affifrated with SIU 
are printed in the OW Eclvrw1 Calendar. 
The ecfitors re5CM! the right not to print 
~1r:~~ !:11m.be RSC? a: t'rertDNIY 
EcP!wl Online Cal~t www.dail)-e-
gy,1"...-:.'1.COlll. 
Calendar item deadfine is two publi-
cation days before the event The item 
must include time, date, place, admission 
=~~1:Cpe~:u~:::~. 
item. Items should be defniered to 
Communications Builcfrng. Room 1247, or 
faxed to 453-8244. No calendar inlonna-
tion wm be taken over the phone. 
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the srudcnt•run newsinpcr of SIUC, is committed to being a trusted sc:iurce of news, 
information, commcnt:tzy and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their livc:s. 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN 
i, r-,l,G,hcd Mond,y through 
l'rid,y, during 1he (.U and 
1pring sema1m and four 
limes a Wttk during 1he 
summn scmnkr crc~t dur· 
ing ncations and cum wuka 
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S1trRJU KIWDN 
Cwsifial Ad M.uug,r. 
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For 12 years, Dale Swinney has waged a one-man war 
to clear a child molestation conviction. With startling 
evidence and scheduled talks with the FBI, he may 
have new hope. So why isn't ariyone listening? 
STORY BY BURKE SPEAKER • PHOTOS BY KERRY MALONEY 
D U QUOIN-Listen, Dale Swinney wants to tell you a story. It's about an insidious allegation 
and a man convicted of a crime he 
didn't commit. Dale's told this story 
hundreds of times, and he'll tell it a 
hundred mon:, to whoever \\ill listen. 
He'll tell you because maybe you can 
help him. If not, maybe you'll believe 
him. 
He'll rage when he tells the story. 
His voice rises in a fevcn:d pitch, he 
flails his arms and tousles his hair, all 
the while vowing to obtain justkc. As 
you listen to Dale's story, you'll ha,-c to 
consicier two thing1. First, it's hard to 
believe someone \\ith mental health 
problems who was charged with 
molesting th-cc children. And second, 
ifhc is innocent - something he's 
been Sa)ing nonstop for 12 )'Cars -
then why isn't anyone listening? 
Since 1989, there's only been a 
handful of people who would listen. 
Close friends, his family and, oddly 
enough, the mother of the children 
who Dale is accused of molesting ha,-c 
been the only ones ready to hear his 
story. The longer Dale continues to 
'I can't believe it ain't 
been resolved ... I've 
got proof and nobody 
wants to listen.' 
fight, the more 
,vorricd.his 
friends and fam-
ily become~ The 




Dale out to 1?e ,-cry hateful as far as 
people an: concerned. He doesn't trust 
anybody. He's got the evidence, he's 
got the proof. but nobody's willing to 
listen to him," says longtime friend 
Tony Holland. 
For Dale, it was a roller coaster ride 
that \\ipcd him out, mentally and 
physically. Friends and family say the 
Dale they used to know is long gone, 
and D.ilc says if you see him, you'll be 
looking at his shell. 
· "I can't believe it ain't been 
rcsolvcd,W says Dale, sitting in the back 
porch of his Du ~oin home. Dale is 
· a husky man with wild gr.i}ing hair, . 
and as he tells his story, his emotions 
shuttle from anger and rage to tearful 
grief. "I've got proof and nob?dy 
wants to listen. Since then I had thn:e 
strokes. But anybody that scn:ams, 
eight, 10, 12 hours, 16 hours a day for 
12 years is gonna have a stroke." 
Tweh-c }'Cars ago l:istThursda}~ 
Dale was arrested by the Du ~oin 
Police and ac~ed of molesting thn:e 
girls, a charge he has emphatically 
denied froin the outset. What tran· 
spin:d afterward could be a madc-for-
TV movie; Dale pleaded guilty to a · 
lesser charge, though he says he did so 
because the mother begged him not to 
make the childn:n take the stand and 
"be coerced into telling heinous lies 
that would destroy them mentally.• 
Unable to fight the charges legally 
because too much time has passed, 
Dale continues his pursuit by dealing 
with Carbondale's local FBI branch. 
And like always, he's ready to tell the 
sto1y again and again. 
The story begins simply enough. 
The middle is complicated. And the 
ending, well, Dale's writing that chap· 
tertoday. 
"I met a woman who had four chil-
dren in l\lay of'89 ... I was just look-
ing for someone to sect Dale begins. 
From then:, Dale says that he and the 
woman, Sue Sisneros, became close 
friends and dat~ sporadically through 
the summer and into the fall. 
Dale accepted Sue's n:quest that he 
baby-sit her childn:n; a 9•)'Car•cld boy 
and three daughters, ages six, five and 
Dale Swinney has spent 12 years fighting a child-molestation charge, and he says the 
conviction has destroyed his life. He plans to continue by talking about his story with the FBL 
tour. After all, he was a substitute 
teacher for two years prior for schools 
in the Du ~oin area. He says he 
baby~sat from September to about 
early Nm-ember. Then it happened. 
The accusations actually began 
with a child neglect charge against 
Sue, filed No\~ 11, 1989 by the 
woman's mother, with the Department 
of Children and Family Ser.ices. 
According to the report, she had 
anh-cd to find the kids alone and 
"dirty from not bathing." From th'ere, 
the charges ffip to a child abuse case. 
"It \\'Cnt from child neglect to sudden-
ly Dale has been abusing them," says 
Russel Winter, a paralegal in 
Pinckncy,.ille who is hdping Dale 
,\ith his case. "It just seems odd." 
In a child n:glcct im"CStigation by 
DCFS, a case worker interviewed the 
three girls. Each said Dale had 
touched them and placed his finger in 
them at unspecified times. The nurse 
who later examined them in February 
found ,-aginal scarring and the loss of 
hymens of all three. 
But apparently, Sue wasn't con· 
cerncd for their safety when they were 
with Dale. Later that night, Sue again 
left the chilu.rcn in Dale's care. He 
says one of the girls wanted candj; but 
he re.fiiscd_hcr request. He remembers 
her then saying, "If you don't take us 
to \Va!-1\lart and buy us some candy, 
I'm gonna say what the man in blue 
S££ CLOSED rAGE 8 
Retailers dreaming of a green Chrisnnas 
MARK LAMBIRD 
DAILY EOYl'TIAN 
TclcChcck ) mpany reported that 
sales increas!d by 2.3 percent o\·er 
l.ist }'Car's s4:s at 27,000 locations 
l\lixcd holiday sales have left that use TclcCheck. Both reports 
economists unsure' of whether it indicated th~t discount chains such 
will be a gr,cn Christmas this }'Car. as \Val-Marj led the increase, with 
On the second busiest shopping department istorcs falling short of 
day of the year Friday, chain-store their projec~ons. 
sales incn:ascd a modest 0.9 percent On Fridav, \Val-Mart posted its 
over last }'Car's sales, according to single day sal~s record of S1.25 bit-
the Bank ofTokyo-l\titsubishi and lion, the sales were '1t the lower 
UBS \V:uburg. The day after range of expectations for the dis-
Th:mksgiving has traditionally been count chain. . 
the busiest shopping day of the Damion Carpenter, assistant 
year, but it has been knocked off its manger of the Carbondale \Val-
. pedestal by the Saturday before l\lart S,upcrCcntcr, said • sales 
that sales wen: up 7 percent overall. 
"It seems like the economy is 
getting better, especially seeing 
what we sec in the retail sector," 
Carpenter said. 
Economists arc sa}ing that the 
sales trends seen across the nation 
reflc:t shoppers hunting for bar-
gains and sta)ing away from 
department stores in favor of dis-
count chains. Kurt Barnard, p_resi• 
dent of the industry publication 
Barnard's Retail Trend Report, told 
CNN consumers arc hunting for 
the best prices . 
Christmas. increased 20 percent Friday com-
·l """111?'1 ilmi,Gnu~ln.'-tiu l:n,:rl ,;ir:li:•1"'ti iltE:d1'nil:Ol ~Iii iil1""«- The United States based pared t~ last }'Car's numbers and SE£ RETAILERS rAGE 8 
Economy hits low~ point in 7 years 
CARBONDALE -
Green camp.,dgn 
to kick off tJnight 
Green Party member and local attorney 
Richard \\11itney will have a campaign kick-off 
meeting tonight Jhe meeting will take place ~t 
6 p.m. at ttariawVlllage, 405 S. Washington St 
lhis will be the ollicial nomination meeting of 
\\11itney oo-tht! llfmois Green Party ticket for state 
reprcserttative in the 115th d'IStrid. 
v.ititney's campaign will center on five issues: 
economic opportunities for worling people, a · 
sustainable eneigy poficy, univetsal health care in 
Illinois, environmental protection and improving 
education with more state funding. · 
Market indicates 
economic rebound 
down the road 
MARK LAMBIRD 
. DAILY EOYl'TIAN 
Wall Street was left struggling 
Tuesday as corisumcr confidence 
sagged to its lowest point since 
1994. 
· The market has made impres• 
sivc_ gains since the Sept. 11 
attlcks, but leading economic 
indicators arc mixed and still rcction in the market from the 
show some weakness in the econ· impressive gai:ts following Sept. 
omy. • 11. 
On Sept. 21 the market hit i The Consumer Confidence 
lowest point, touching the 8, Index fell to its lowest IC\·cl since 
point mark. In the weeks. at 1994. The index tracks· 5,000 
follO\vcd~· the market rebo dcd households across the nation and 
almost 2, oints to cl c just indicates if people will be pur• 
. shy of 10,000 pot o londay. chasing more or less_ in the com-
The 2,000 point gain equ1ls . ing months. 
about 20 percent of the market's "The consumer confidence 
total value; numbers that came out today was 
Monte Kuhnert, vice prcsi- not the only rea.~on the market 
C:cnt of investments at· A. G. pulled back,• · Kuhnert said. 
Edwards and Sons, said Tuesday's - : "Then: was some profit taking." 
loss was partly bcca•ise of a cor- He said profit t:iking was nor-
ma! in the market when there has 
been a 1:l!gC increase in the mar-
ket. He s~id the market never 
goes straig •. c up or down, but 
that there were cooling off peri• 
ods after large gains. 
Kuhnert said the market was 
spurred aitcr Sept. 11, because 
the Federal Reserve lowered 
interest rates and the govcrnm:nt 
took quick action to· thwart 
future terrorist attacks. 
"Historically, when the Feds 




The DAILY EGYPTIAN, t·he student-run newspaper ofSIUC, is corumitted to 
being a trusted source of news, information, commentary and public discourse, 
while helping readers understand the.issues affecting their lives. · 
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OUR WORD 
AIDS still a World tragedy 
The theme for this year's AIDS Awareness Week at SIUC 
is wAre You Listening?" 
For those with deaf ears, here's some information that 
should get your attention. More than 36 million people 
world,\ide are infected with HIV, the disease that causes 
AIDS. Last year, 3 million people globally died from AIDS. 
In the United States alone, 774,467 AIDS cases have been 
reported. Since the beginning of the epidemic in the early 
19S0's, 21.8 million people have died. The numbers in places. 
such as Africa are staggering. Of the 36 million AIDS cases, 
23 million are reported in sub-Saharan Africa, approximately 
eight percent of the tot:1! adult population. 
Some 150,000 Angolans arc infected; 280,000 in Botswana 
and more than half a million in Cameroon. In Eti1iopia, near-
ly 3 million people are infected. Canada, Australia and the 
United Kingdom, among others, ha,·e major AIDS cases. This 
year's theme may be wAre You Listening?" but with s•1ch num-
bers how can people not listen. 
The SIUC campus will have se,·eral events to commemo-
rate the week. The Wellness Center will have a health and 
information fair Friday. Lectures and performances around 
campus are also planned for the week. Early this semester, res-
idents came together for the annual AIDS walk in 
Carbondale. 
These events can help bring people closer to this long 
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important issue. The first case of what we now know as AIDS 
was reported in 1981, although the disease"s origin is still 
unknown. The disease fir'• emerged among homosexual men. 
Because of ignorance, the disease was called GRID, Gay-
Related Immune Deficiency. It was also unceremoniously 
known :is wthe gay plague." 
\Vhen it became clear to scientists that this was an illness 
resulting from a failure of the immune system in infected peo-
ple and not just among gay men, it was given the new name 
AIDS, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. The 19S0's 
saw rapid increases in the number of AIDS cases and rela~ed 
deaths across lines of race, gender and sexual orientation, forc-
ing people to look at the disease beyond glorified stereotypes. 
The disease began ~o spread among intravenous drug users as 
well. 
As celebrities such as film and television actor Rock 
Hudson and famed pianist Liberace began to die from AIDS, 
the disease started to come out of the shadows. When T ,os 
Angeles Lakers' basketball star Earvin wMagic" Johnson told 
the ,vorld,in 1991 he contracted HIV through unsafe hetero-
sexual sex, awareness of the disease hit an all-time high. 
If there is any upside, more people arc at least living with 
HIV because of advanced drugs. A cure is still nowhere in 
sight. We can take this week to become aware and make others 
aware of AIDS. After all this time, we all should be listening. 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
. 'If you think. you can, or you think. you "can't, you're right!' 
· · · - Henry Ford 
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· Thug P~iOn: Does .it l.llld~rinine the Black feminist 
movement and de8troy positive African relationships? 
Men have always been aware of 
the appeal that the Bad Doy has had 
on women. In contemporary 
African culture, this is called the 
"Thug• phenomenon. My question 
acrually inquires whether or not this 
"Thug" is consistent with the (1) 
idea of the independent and 
autonomous African women and (2) 
whether or not it excludes the edu-
cated African man, especially in 
terms of inter-racial dating and anti-
African female sentiments: 
T:i.ke this narrative for instance. 
A 19-year-old African woman (wro 
we will call E) falls in love with a 
"Thug." He has a child and no 
intention in pursuing higher educa-
tion or stable emplO)ment, but yet 
she l01res him "ith all of her heart 
and gives e,,crything she has to him. 
He was her first love, both physical-
ly and emotionally. They date for 
three years and he lea\ -es her and 
marries a -IO·)"Car•old woman he 
mm-ed in \\ith as a roommate for six 
months. l:: is heart-broken. She 
,=k.• a masculine man to offer her 
security and comfort, so much so 
that this becomes a paramount con-
sideration in all of her future rda-
. tionships. • _·: . · 
Nmv, one could :uguc that this was a mist:i.ke. Her youth and emo-
tions left her victim to an oldcr"man 
who disrespected her md held little 
v.uue for her despite his-"thuggish• 
_allure and physical appearance. One 
could also :ugue that her p~pa-
tion with this "roguishness• was the 
determinate of her fate (i.e. if you 
knm~ a thief steals )'OU can't be that 
upset if he steals from )'OU}. Did she 
dcscm: it? Was it her stupidity that 
left her a \ictim oftm-e?. Who docs 
the African community blamL? 
l\lany African \\'Omen sec them-
~!:t~of~~~ci!!na!dili~~~ 
oppression• many suffer because of 
gender and :acc. HlM'C\"Cr, this is a 
\"Cry esoteric and intellectual argu-
ment made m:unly by professionals 
and ac.tdemicians. Hmv do we 
expl:un that the independent 
African \\'Omen will still prefer if not 
perpetuate the "Thug" construct in 
African men as an aesthetic, as well 
as a personalin· trait?Thc "Thug• is 
by definition deviant, and hfpcr-
m.isrulinc; two honorable reactions 
in the sense that racism is cmascu-
lating to the African male and imti· 
tutionalizcs a lcg.il system that dis-
criminates endlessly. H=-er, he is 
ft_ patriarch and limiting to the 
African \\'Oman, in that her role 
becomes subservient where in rela~ 
tionships, she is usually the victim. 
Ifthis is the case, then how docs 
the moderate African male react? 
African \\'Omen say there arc no 
good "Black men" and African men 
say there are no good "Black 
\\'Omen.• Black women say Dlack 
men arc irresponsible and Black 
men say and treat Black \\'Omen as if 
0~:::ill kinds of reasons 
that may explain the use of these 
stereotypes historically, but that is 
not the point. The point is, most 
professional African men arc not 
"Thugs."When was the last time 
you saw G-Dcp or Sh)TIC in 
Ebony's most eligible bachtlors? 
Here is the flipside of this. 
Statistic.illy speaking, most profes-
sional B!aclc men are single or marry 
outside of their race, so this "Thug" 
construct is somewhat cxclush-e, if 
not ostracizing. 
As such. can African \mmen be 
upset with African men who marry 
outside of their own race, because 
the cxpccutions of masculinity and 
"Thug-ncss" is not an identity they 
particip.1tc in, even if we accept that 
this idc!ltil)'. is !11ore securing for 
African \\'Omen because of oppres-
sion? 
And can we bbme·the "Thug" as 
being an irresponsible African male, 
ifby nature his deviance and di~rc-
spcct of women is part of his identi-
ty, regardless of the belief the 
African woman has in changing 
him? 1'5 in E's casc, while based 
mostly in stupidity, lm-e now has a 
reactionary fen'Or, in that the 
"Thug• is the ~tanclard, because that 
'is her only experience of!o\-e. 
But if the African male rejects 
her because her preoccupation is 
with the less professional and 
stereotypical image of Black men, 
who do we call the sell-out? 
l\lY No~t.\10 appears on 
Wednesday. Tommy is a senior in 
philosophy and political science. 
His views do not necessarily 






New law is a corrunon--sense .weapon against terrorislll 
On October 26, President Dush 
signed into law the USA PATRIOT 
Act, legislation that \,ill greatly 
impl'O\'C federal authorities' ability to 
investigate and pre\-ent terrorism. 
Anomev General Ashcroft has 
alreaJy put this new law to use, 
arresting and detaining terror sus-
pects, freezing assets of terrorist 
organizations, and emplo}ing new 
sun-eillancc authoritv to detect and 
disrupt future terrorist anacb. 
;\luch of the new anti-terrorism 
law is a common-sense update of 
existing procedures, adapting im-es· 
tigJtors' techniquL-s - :md the lcg.il 
hurdles to which they are subject -
to the new generation of technology. 
For example, it used to be common 
for people to ha\'C: just one tele-
phone at home, throu:;ii which they 
could make almost all of their calls. 
(And it ,muld _not be unusual if t.'icy 
didn"t ei.-en own that phone, but . 
rather !ca.<cd it from the phone · 
company). 1'5 a ,cSult, court orders 
for \\iretaps were made specific to 
one telephone. Today, hO\\"CVCr, 
people commonly communicate 
\\ith othc:, through a number of 
connections. The terrorists behind 
the Sept. 11 anacb, for example, arc . . 
Anthrax threat only a 
minor concern here 
DEAR EDITOR: 
Well do11e l\lr. Spc:,kcr on your· 
Nov. 19 column! Right up to the point 
that Burk.- ,utcd, -Jun open your mail 
and don't worry about it," I wu com· 
plctcly impressed with this anide. No, 
there are no real threats of terrorists 
targeting the Wham building, the 
Burger Nook in Jnhnst1>n City, or 
~bytag in Herrin. Come on, folk>! 
Howe\'er, the threat of recci\-ing mail 
now kno\\TI to have roordinatcJ 
their actions \ia e-mail ad cell 
phones. The new law recognizes the 
changes in technology by m.iking 
sun-cillancc warrants specific to the 
person rather than the phone. Now 
police \\ill be able to seek one court 
order to cm-er e\'CI)' medium of 
communication that a SUSfect uses, 
inste.1d of proceeding to court ei.-ery 
time the suspect S\\itches phones. 
Another important change made 
by the nei.v bw is tlic: improved 
accc:-..s that it prmides to key infor-
mation about terror suspects, espe-
cially information diSCO\'Cl'Cd in 
grand jury proceedings. In the trial 
follm\ing 1hc 1993 bombing of the 
\Vorld Trade Center's parking· 
garage, much was learned about the 
Finallr, and perhaps mos1 impor-
tant!)\ the anti·tcm,rism legislation 
recognizes that \\'C C':lnnot hope to 
stop terror simply by catching t:r-
rorists only after they ha\-e infiltrat· 
ed our enormous country. The new 
bw increases immigration officials' 
power to make sure that terrorists 
nC\-er arri\-e and senlc here in the 
· first place. America is uniquely \'Ul• 
nc:rable to terrorist schemes because 
we .1rc an o~n, free and di,-ersc: 
sociel)', It is easy for anyone to tm·cl 
in the United States, and to li\-e 
among us without arousing hostility 
_ or suspicion. Some of the Scp1. 11 
hijackers fa-ed in this count!)· for 
)"CarS, enjO)ing the fruits of 
American freedom and tolerance, 
while secretly plott:ng our destruc-
tion. 
The ne,.v law expands the: 
groun:!s for excluding and deporting 
terrorist suspects and their allies. 
those ini•ially seeking entrance to 
r'1is cou,,try, the grounds for cxclu-
,ion arc C\·,n broader, the new law 
bars admittance to rcprcscntati\'es of 
groups that endorse terrorism, to 
prominent indhiduals who endorse 
terrorism and to the immcdiJte 
'family of any indi\iJual who is 
dcportablc on terrorism ground! 
\ Ve \\ill reduce the ability of those 
who \vagc: war on America to pro-
mote their cause from within our 
borders. 
The: anti-terrorism Liw is only a 
part of the solution to the current 
crisis. Our war in Afghanistan, bt · 
d~tro)ing the terrorists and their 
b:15!=5, will also disrupt their ability 
to attack our citizens again. But the 
nC\\. bw is an important step, one 
clement of the broad cooperation 
across our society- bel\\-ecn feder-
al officials, state and toe.ii police, pri-
vate citizens and our men and 
\\'Omen in the armed forces - that 
is nc..-ded tn keep America safe and 
secure. 
· perpetrators during the Manhattan 
grand jury's im-estigation of the ter-
ror ~uspccts• acti\ities; Unfortunately, 
outdated limits on prosecutors kept 
the grand jury from sharing this 
information with U.S. intelligence 
agencies. Tius barrier has been lifted 
by the new law, which allO\\-s shar-
ing ofinformation -and nw:·-
mum coordination - among the 
different law enforcement agencies 
fighting terrorism. 
·. Now· the Attomey General will be 
able to hold terror susP,Cct for up to 
a week. He \\ill be al:lc to deport 
:iny indi,idual who his hclpd our 
enemies, incbding those who have 
:uded terrur groups by gathering 
information, raising money or har-
boring indi,.iduals or \\"Capons. For 
Mr. Fitzgerald is a member of the 
.·U.S. Scnatc·~rescnting Illinois. 
His views do not ncccssmly reflect 
those of the DAILY EcYPTh\N. 
·tlut m•y lu\-e'pused through a maik 
· proccuing machine th•t-was contami-
r.atcd by anthrax from a letter genuine-
. ly laced is a real concern. I lu,-e aught 
· myself doublc-chcclung return address• 
cs when opening mail at work, to sec if 
the lenen had potentially been en route · 
from \Vashington, D.C., New ]ency or 
Flori~. etc. Yes, keep calm and ratio-





. Certain words.have 
meanings outside our 
~basic understanding 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I am writing in response to two 
inter•relited articles tlut ha\'C recently 
appc=d in the DAILY EcYP'TIAN. 
Words' origins and words' evolutionary 
histon· would rc,·e,d a lot of lbw, in 
our "do-gooder· cen«>rshir, qucsu: 
Culrunl di!Trrences would also 
re\'Cal n,any lbws in our interpretati~n 
of"profanity/obsccnity." Whcn cxamin• 
ing w-callcd obscene/profane words, 
we must try to undentand in what con-
text these words were us<ed? The bot-
tom line is intent, moti,-., and purpose? 
For example, ha\'c you ever stubbed 
your toe or dropped «>mething and 
broke it; and immediately after doing so 
ultcred some word or tenn to express 
your disgust at the afore-mentioned 
event? Why did you utter the tenn or 
word? For what pu~ was the 
word/tenn used? Wlut mO\'cd )'t'U to 





PETER G. FrrzGER:ALD 
oenator_fi1-,:.-rakl@lit:i:eralJ.,cna1e.i:o,· 
er• society we continue to insist on 
"culrunl perfection" in public, while 
behning like we really want to in pri-
vate. 
CieorgeH.~~ 
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She's·a teacher.to the core 
Core curriculum faculty 




Mary McGuire panicked the first time she • 
walked into a discussion class. Inexperienced 
with classroom interaction, she stared at the 
students, r . .it kno\\ing what to do. 
She was a history graduate stud:nt at the 
University of Michigan trying to teach :in 
undergraduate class, bm fear froze her voice in 
an :,.:tempt to say anything. 
MAil I could do, honest to God, was squeak,• 
McGuire said. 
Now an assi•tant professor of history at 
SIUC, McGuire encoungcs all of her students 
ro participat~ in discus~ion, the part of class 
she considers most important. 
SlllC Core Curriculum Exr utive Cou;:ril 
has aw:irdcd McGuire as th.: Outstanding 
Faculty Member Teaching in the Uni\-crsity 
Core Curriculum for the 2001-2002 school 
)-CU. 
The award is given once :1 )-Car after chairs 
and directors nominate teachers \\ithin the 
core curriculum education. McGuire beat out 
150 eligible nominee.; and six form:il nominees 
for the ~ward. 
All form:il nominees had to submit a pack-
et of supporting matcri:ils to the council that 
included teaching philosophy, course designs, 
assessment strategics and communication 
skills. · 
McGuire crc:itcJ her packet ofinform~tion 
after receiving the nomin:ition from M:uji 
~lorgID, ch:iir for the history department. 
"Professor McGuire is one of the most ded-
icated and enthusiastic core teachers on the 
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Assistant Professor Mary McGuire responds to a student's oral presentation in her History 
392 class Nov. 19 in Faner Hall. McGuire, who has been teaching at SIUC since 1998, is 
known for her interactive style of teaching and recently received the Outstanding Faculty 
Member Teaching in University Core Curriculum Award from the Core Curriculum Executive 
Cour.cil. 
Passiou~te about education, McGuire: 
invoh-cs herseif in the classroom as much as 
she can. 
Ml tend to be a bit intense as an instructor,W 
McGuire said. 
McGuire, who is not fond of large-group 
room lectures, made an :ittempt to get to know 
nearly 200 students in one of her core: curricu-
lum classes. She did this by attending all 10 
discussion se~tions sever:il times during a 
~emcster, remembering names and faces. 
McGuire's high degree of energy, debate 
and disc-JSsion allow her to interact with her 
students as much as she can. 
Ml can't stand a sea of passMty,• l',lcGuire 
said. 
Besides usiPg discussion to interact "'ith 
her students, McGuire tends to integrate dif-
ferent types of learning media, like wrbsitcs, 
videos and PowerPoint slide shows. 
•J can honestly say that I have ncvc:r seen 
such tho1ough course materi:ils," Morg-.. n said. 
But rather than letting the class sit back 
and watch the screen, McGuire gets the st,•-
dents involved by assigning Internet sites to 
visit for discussic,n and to create web p:igcs. 
• :when I use insttuction:tl technology, I. 
want it t!> enhance the classroom experience,• 
McGuire said. 
McGuire began her job as an educator at 
SIUC in 1998, and remembers working seven 
days. a week, eight · to 12 houn a d:iy. She 
admits that hard work is a part of her educa-
tion emphasis, putting in 55-60 hours .l week 
in and out of the office to be a teacher. 
•She cats, drinks and sleeps this life,• said 
Jim Allen, history professor and director of the 
Unh-crsity Core Curriculum. . 
. l\kGuirc's dedication to her stud~nts 
comes from her person:il experience of being a 
college student. 
"It can be very tough being a student; 
McGuire said. 
Beginning at age 18, McGuire groveled 
through numerous jobs to put herself through 
her undergr:idu:itc and graduate education, but 
she admits that doing what she docs now isn't 
any easier. 
•Being a professor is 100 times more hard 
than any job I've had; McGuire said. 
While watching and listening to students 
present or:il reports in History 392, McGuire: 
scribbled note:; on her lcg:il pad and raised 
questions, pushing otrcrs to get involved. 
MShc goes out of her way to help us,• said 
Todd Williams, · a jur.ior in . history from 
Herrin. · 
McGuire is wJling to meet with her stu-
dents 'l"hencvc:r they need help, just to make 
sure they arc lc:irning the materi:il. 
•Jfl had an opportunity to t:ike her again, I 
prub:ibly would," Williams said. 
Aiong with the outstanding faculty mem-
ber, Jack Young an,! Janet Handy were award-
ed as Outstanding Graduate Assistants in the-
Core Curriculum. · 
Reporrer Mike Pettit can be reached at 
fotomikeJ@hotm:iil.cl.'m 
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Santa visits international student party 
·. International 
students 'celebrate 
Christmns early . 
JANE HUH 
· DAILY EOYrTIAN 
well. Marcc:lo_ Coelho, a gr.iduate Santa Claus and Mn. Claus fol• 
student in business from lowed by a Christmas craft activ•_ 
Bclohoriconde, Brazil, said fes• ity. 
rive -events like these help him· Wayne and Betsy Sou:hcrland, 
cope from being far away from this year's lntemation:il Friends 
. his family. . Club host fumily, said they were 
"Fifty percc:nt of my friends delighted to bea partoftheannu• 
arc . international students. al part): _ _ 
Christmas is a time to be wi1h "We appreciate getting to 
· family. Herc, I don't have a fam• know international students. I 
Murphysboro High_ School's ily but it feels like it's home. I think the Christmas party is just 
Madrigal Singers will sertnade had a great time last year," • about good soda! interaction 
'It's a good opportunity · 





ccnmunily prt>grafflS diredor. 
International Friends Club 
SIU C's international students Coelho said. with different people, and we're Eve and attend church on 
and scholars with Christmas Coelho added that the thoroughly blessed by that," Christmas Day. In addition to 
harmony. "Southern Illinois• hospitalitf Betsy said. · singing traditional Bulgarian 
The International Friends has made him feel welcome. He She said volunteer efforts for songs, Stamenkova said 
Club, a volunteer group that has nor returned to Brazil since the international community Bulgarians also enjoy singing 
has offered support ·10 SIUC's coining to the United States in educates local· residents about popular American holiday carols 
international student body for 1999. the world and hopes ·more including "Silent Night," "Jingle 
more than 50 years, will have its Beth Mochnick, the club's Carbondak: resider.ts will ,-olun• Bells" and "We Wish You a 
fourth annual Christmas party community programs coordina- tel r to interact with the interna- Merry Christmas.!' 
for the international community tor, anticipates another success- • tional communil): Despite some different cclc-
from 1 to 3 p.m. Dec. 1 at the ful bash "ith 100 to 150 atten· "They're [Carbondale resi· brarory customs, Stamcnkova 
Stone Center. dces. dents] missing out on a great · said the essence of the holidays is 
The Christmas party pro· "\Ve try to ,-:uy them each treat. Students arc being left out univenal. 
vides an opporrunity for interna· year, but we've established a and that's a sad thing," Betsy "The spirit of Christmas is 
tional students, their families pretty good pattern," Mochnick said. the same," Stamenkova said. 
and ,isiton from abroad to r:ike said. "Ir's a good opporrunity for Sylvia Stamenkova, a_sccond-
part in celebrating the holidays families and indi,idual students, )'Cat student in education from Reporter Jam Huh can be 
reached at 
jhuh~siu.edu 
in America. including visiton from abroad." Sosia, Bulgaria, _ enjoys the 
International ttud:nts who Though the Christmas party Christmas parties "ith her hU!• 
have families living in is meant for international stu· band. She said she's noticed 
Carbondale participue in the dents and their families, the minor diffcrcnc~ in celebrating NAUGHTY OR NICE'" 
annual parties as a way to inter- club's board members and a Christmas. 
act ,vith the community. handful of local ,-olunteers will According to Stamcnko,':I, 
The party is popular among also t:ikc part. Bulgarian families customarily 
For mora lnform•tlon, go 
lo lh• lnrem•tlon•I sludtnls 
•nd schol•rs webs/le 
sini;le international students as Children will get a ,isit from gather . together on Christmas •I www.:slu • ..Jut-world. 
Third Jaguar Java stand opens in Woody Hall 
New stand offers gourmet 
coffee, baked goods 
SARAH ROBERTS 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN 
The lines in the basement of Woody Hall 
may no longer be as tiresome with the addi-
tion of gourm:r coffees and the aroma of 
freshly b:ikcd goods. 
· The third Jaguar Jav.1 stand opened quiet• 
ly hst Monday in the bunar section of\Voody 
Hall, the latest addition to the popular cam-
pus coffee chain. Now, students can dine on 
Cl!J~-cinos and muffins while waiting to col-
lect PJ}'Chccks or make tuition pa}ments. 
The stand "ill be open from 8 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Monday ti.rough 'Thunday and until 2 
p.m. on Fridays and will offer the standard 
Jaguar fare, from fr~ppe frccus to bagels. 
O•"!lcr Connie Howell opened the first 
Jaguar Ja,':I in the Student Center almost nm 
ycan ago and has seen the coffee trend 
increase exponentially on campus. She said 
C\'Cf)' building on campus ,ied to house the 
newest ja,-a stand in o:-dcr t:> accommod.ate 
the sro"ing coffee craze. 
"You know it's the caffeine. It keeps C\'ery~ 
one going," Howell said. "We're the only legal 
drug on campus.• 
The newest stand is located in a room that 
w:is formerly a concession area when \Voody 
Hall was a women"s dormitoiy. The room 
more recently scf\'Cd as the bunar's filing cab-
inet. 
"I w:1S talking to the bunar, and she said 
she would mm-c all of her files out of that 
room herself if we \\'Ould put a stand in therc,p 
Howell said. 
Such nide.prcad demand led to l !>..'COnd 
Jaguar Java opening in February in the Wham 
Educational Building. According to Howell, 
that sta.,d's success has surpassed the origi· 
naI's. 
'You know it's the caffeine. It 
keeps everyone going. We're the 
only legal drug on campus.' 
Connie Howe:! 
-. Jaguar Java 
But don't expect to sec Jaguar Javas IV, V 
or VI popping up in ,-arious buildings anytime 
soon. The third stand is hopcfully the last, 
according to Hmvcll, who thought she was 
finished ,vith :.-q,ansion back in February. 
•1 don't think my s:mity "ill take it," 
Hmvcll joked. "I think No. 3 is enough, but 
that's what I told C\-cryone about the second 
one. .. 








City officials hope lights will 
end confusion for .motorists 
GINNY SKALSKI 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN 
The installation of permanent street lights will 
be the final touch of the Mill Street Underpass, 
which city officials hope will alleviate motorists' 
confusion at the intencction. 
Str.et lights arc in place at the \Vashington 
and Mill Streets intenection and should be acti-
\':lted by next week, after they're connected with 
a power supply, according to City Engineer Larry 
Miles. 
Miles estimates that permanent street lights 
will also be in place at the Illinois Avenue and 
Mill Street intersection by 
the end of the year, rcplac· Gus Bode 
ing the lights that arc cur· 
rently han1,>ing on cables. 
The lWll Street 
Underpass unlocked a 
new route for many 
Carbondale motorists and 
pedestrians, allowing 
them to avoid trains while 
connecting the cast and 
west sides of the ci• -~ 
The underpass was 
opened for traffic Oct. 18, 
and has been a source of Gus says: Screw 
corfusion for some it. I'm driving over 
motorists. While Miles the underpass. 
said complaints have been 
minimal, the city is look-
ing at ways to simplify the intenection·for dri-
vers, including the possible addition of more 
stripes on the pa,'Cment. The lines would serve as 
additional guides to lead dri,·ers in the proper 
direction. 
But City Manager Jeff Doherty said these arc 
just considerations, and the city is waiting for the 
installation of the permanent street lights before 
making any changes to the inters.:ction. 
Doherty said maki:ig certair. turns at the 
intenection can be confusing and ildviscs driven 
to be patient and proceed cautiouly through the 
intencction. He also reminded drivers that each 
street light at the intersection functions one at a 
time. 
"Your movement is the only movement going 
on at that point in time because each light moves 
ind~ndently," Doherty said. 





fA Movies with Magic • -FREE RERLL all Popcom & ~ 
We have a large 
Art Department 
with lots of gifts 
in stock now! 
G_et r~;::;n our 
against the lndianaHoosi~rs on 
December 1st. 





· lover's list. · 
We are an 
official dealer 
of DELL. 
VARSITY · 457~57 ,.., 
~- mlnois Street . ;/ 
Spy amcs R 
4:006:459:30 
Shallow Hal (PG13) 
-4:157:009:40 
Black Knight (PG13) 
4:30 7:15 9:S0 
UNIVERSITY 457-6757 
-Nc•I lo Super W.il.f,1art :J 0. 
Hmj Potter (PG) Digira/ 
Showing~ four screens 
While you are at 710 hookstore 
don't forget to stock.up for Christmas 
_ and graduati_on. 
-Lots. of in store specials.~ 
TOP CA~H FORYOUA BOOKS! 
3:45 4:30 6:15 6:40 7:00 
8:00 9:25 9-55 10:10 
Out Cold (PG13) 
4:15 6:50 9:15 _ 
MODJtcrs In!: (G) 
Showing On T11v&reens 
4:45 5:30 7:15 7:45 9:35 10:00 
Domestic Disturbance . 
(PGJJ) 
5:00 7:30 9:45 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 
told us to say." 
"l said, 'Say what?' And they all 
giggled. Tony [Holland] was with 
me. I said Tony 'What arc they 
talking about,' and he said 'Oh, you 
know kids Dale.'" 
A week later someone called 
him to say he was being set up. 
Dale still has the phone message 
today. A man disguises his voice as 
he yells, "you're being set up, forget 
where you neard this." The nc:xt 
night, Nov. 22, he was arrested at 
the house he still shares with his 
parents. The charges? Predatory 
criminal sexual assault. 
Da1e has mental health prob-
lems, which friends say m:ikc it 
harder for people to t:ike him seri-
ously. Pmiously diagnosed as bi-
polar, his mental health deteriorated 
soon after the charges. 
He: rambles non-stop these days 
when he becomes passionate about 
his story. Tijs was a conspiracy, he: 
says. And now he's suffering from it. 
"lt"s a persecutory disorder. It 
began in the early '90s after this 
happc;,~d. It's when a person 
thinks the world is out to get them. 
It's a dclusionary disordcrt Dale 
says. "I was very angry and scream-
ing and yelling all the time. I'm on 
medication now and I'm better." 
But he wasn't then. His public 
d~fender, Thomas l\bnsficld of Du 
<2lioin, even informed him that he: 
would not go to trial with the ca5c, 
c:spc:cially since Dale: was yelling 
nonstop. Dale says 
Mansfield sug· 
Cherry Lake Road. 
Records from the power compa• 
ny state the power wasn't turned on 
until Sept. 11, the day Dale says he ' 
hclJ>Cd move the family in. 
There was also no physical 
pro.if. According to health records 
obtained by a private investigator 
Dale's family hired, all three girls 
underwent past gynecological surg-
eries for urinary tract infe~tions that 
made it impossible to tell if Dale 
had molested them. And in her 
interview with DCFS, Sue stated 
"all the kids say nothing happened," 
and that "[one daughter] told her 
that Dale didn't do an)1hing." Sue 
did not return rer catcd requests for 
an intcniew. 
Also, according to Du <2lioin 
psychiatrist Richard C. P.1rks, who 
c,-:tluatcd him in 1996, Dale was 
not e,-cn mentally capable of 
defending himself. He had been 
treated for a slight "chemical imb.u-
ance • since 1985 and was awarded 
disability on the day of his arrest, an 
indication that e,·en the federal 
gO\-cmment considered him men· 
tally unable to work. Still, there w:is 
no fitness hearing and though he 
requested one, he wasn't given a lie-
detector test. 
Dale says he was so mentally 
"out ofit" from the stress of scream· 
ing and t:r)ing to pro,·c his inno-
cence, the day he thought he was 
taking an Alfred Plea, he was gi,-cn 
n plea bargain for a reduced sen-
tence. So he accepted, which me-.int 
admitting to touching one of the 
girls on the outside of her jeans. 
"This was forced down my 
throat. Everybody was against me. I 
wasn't in the 
right mind to 
even make this 
Dale Swinney pauses while remembering the events of the last 12 years. "It was like being a prisoner in my 
own mind," he said. 
In a stipulated bench trial, he was 
comicted on one count of aggravat-
ed criminal sexual abuse. He was 
sentenced June 14, 1990, to two 
)"Cars probation, a S4,500 fine, coun-
seling and a mandatory AIDS test. 
Six years later, as state law 
changed while he was still fighting 
the conviction, he was required to 
register as a comictcd sex offender. 
He complied until 2000, when his 
name was dropped from the list. 
Twelve )-Cars is a long time. 
talk about." 
For Dale, though, he ~nts to 
talk. He can't quit. His statute of 
limitations ran out, so he cannot go 
to trial with his evidence. "But how 
I sec it is, it never ran out because 
he was never mentally competent 
to m:ike the decision in the first 
place," Dale's friend and paralegal 
Russel \Vintcr points out. \Vinter 
says the system failed Dale. He 
deserves a chance to be heard. 
I was heard, Dale says, just not 
listened to. 
speak ,,ith former officer David ' 
Suttle, who has since left the Du 
<2lioin Police Department, and Sue's 
mother, Elaine Mason, who was try· 
ing to obtain custody of the chil-
dren. Dale says Suttle disliked him 
and that Mason was anxious for full 
custody (she already had half), rea-
sons he says he may have been "set 
up." Doth have since mO\-cd and 
were unable to be located. 
This is not the end of his story. 
gc:sted that he: 
accept an Alfred 
Ple.1, meaning he 
would be sen• 
tenccd for the 
.:rimc:nithout 
admitting guilt. 
'I've hit 242 brick walls and· decision," says 
And in that time, Dale hasn't 
stoppcJ maintaining his innocence. 
He hasn't taught school and says it's 
dcstro,-cd his life and the life of his 
family. It doesn't matter, though. 
Dale must prove he didn't do it. For 
the kids, for chil rights, for himsdf. 
. •The truth "ill pre\".ul," Holland 
savs about his friend. "I have nG 
h~sitation about le,l\ing this man 
around my kids. I trust him with 
my life. But it's wrecked this man's 
mind. He used to lo,·c people, love 
talking 10 them. Now, he hardly 
goes out of his house." 
He tried the appellate court. It 
ruled that it couldn't prove D;ile's 
disability rendered him unfit to 
understand his legal problems. He 
tried the I!linc-:.:1 Supreme Court, 
which refused to listen to the case. 
Dale knows there's still more to 
come. He says there's so much cor-
ruption in the legal system, he's 
going for federal civil rights. He 
says the children were harmed 
worse than he was. He says they 
were coerced or bribed into lying. 
The person is 
then allowed to 
eve,y one of the bricks has D.ue, who filed 




for not taking 
him to trial. 
return "ith c,id:ncc to exonerate 
himscli. 
"But had I 
been gi,-cn a fitness hearing, ther 
couldn't have gotten away \\ith the 
conspira.:J: • 
Remember the "man in blue" 
remark? Holland verities the girl's 
statement. It was never brought up. 
· He petitioned former Gov.Jim 
Edgar. Nothing. 
He went before the Prisoner 
Puolc and Rc,icw Board in 
Sprini:field. Refused. He tried to 
meet State Rep. Mike Dost in his 
office but became unruly and was 
cited for disorderly conduct. 
· But every story must have an end-
ing, and after 12 years, isn't it time 
to stop? 
Had he opted for trial, D.ue's 
chance: for an acquittal seemed in 
his favor. For one:, there is no d11c 
in any documents that state when 
the all~ged crime occurred, meaning 
Dale: couldn't establish an alibi. The: 
case lists August 1989, and the 
crime: is supposed t.> have occurred 
at Sue's former home on New 
His situation dire, Dale accepted 
a ple.1 bargain to lessen the charge 
and to prevent the children from 
bcin~ •scmved up by sa)ing what 
DCFS and the police told them ro." 
•They've been ,-cry difficult 
times," says his father, Charles 
Swinney. "It's been a very disturbing 
thing in our family. It affected Dale 
,'cry seriously. It's very difficult to 
"I've hit 242 brick walls," Dale 
says, •and every one of the bricks 
has knocked me out." 
So now he plans to bring the 
evidence to the Carbondale office 
of the fill. Dale wants them to 
•No. N-0. Nc,·er, not e,-cn a 
slight remote chance. Never. Never, 
never, ever. Not ever. I ,,ill nnt stop 
ever; Dale says. "I'm crusading for 
justice. And that's the end ofit. All 
I want to do is get it over with. Set 
a precedent. I need to m:ike sure·. 
that they can never do this again to 
anybody else." 
Rt~rltr Burl:t Sptal:tr can ht 
rtachtd at bspcake~siu.edu 
RECESSION 
C:O!'."TINIJEO FROM rAGE 3 
go into a CJ.Sing cycl" the market goes 
up, and that is what we arc seeing," 
Kuh.,crt s.1id. 
The National Bureau of Eco:iomic 
R~carch announced Monday that the 
U.S. economy sunk into _a recession in 
March. 
The bureau is made up of academic 
economis:s from Harvard, Stanford and 
other universities. 
This recession marked the end of the 
longest economic expansion in history, 
whi~h lasted 10 years. The ·current 
recession is the 10th since the end of 
World War II. 
Kuhnert said the announcement was 
no big ~urprise to those in the market. 
"The market looks down the road six 
to 12 months, we knew that we were in 
a recession, l:ut we also think the econ-
omy will tur.s around in 2002; Kuhnert 
said. 
Rtporltr Mark Lamhird can ht rtachtd at. 
mwlli9@hotmail.com 
RETAILERS 
alNTINUEO FROM rAGE 3 
"So far, this has turned out 
to be the: year's great bargain 
hunt; Barnard said. 
Debbie Tind.:11. manager·of 
University Mall, said she was 
happy about the amount of 
people that came out to the 
mall Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday. 
"We didn't• know what to 
~pect, but traffic through the 
mall has been up and sales 
re0ect the samc,"Tindall said. 
She said. mall attendance 
was up by more than 10 percent 
Friday and Sunday and by S 
percent on Saturday. 
"\Ve have received a lot of 
comments about the new Gap 
store;Tindall said. "We arc the 
only mall with a Gap ,vithin 65 
miles." 
She said the· Gap store's 
sales exceeded expectations for 
its first Christmas s~son in the 
mall. A manager at the Ga;P 
declined to comment on the 
weekend sales because of store 
policy. 
Tindall believes with the 
change of weather, mall traffic 
will continue to show an 
· increase from last year. 
"The colder weather is 
going to help get people into 
the mall,-Tindall said. , 




Find Gus in one-oHodaJ's ads to receive 
. FREE. STUFF!, 
Somewhere in today's paper ·Gus is ·hidde·n ,in an advertisement. Find Gus 
an~ receiv~ -FREE STUFF. at that business.· To re.deem your FREE STUFF 
bring ~n t~~ ~d,ve"rti~emen_t.to'th~_t,-pla_~_e of bUsi1iess •. 






R1s1NG CRUST oi!r:.OUAL OR 
r~~~:~~i ~LESS-
1
.Ell.VALJJ!E. . VARIETIES 
Red· · · 
Baron 
Piz,a 
SAVINGS UP TO 6.29 ON :Z 
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RELIGION 
CONTINUED fl\C•M rAGE I 
s:tld that the social l-enefits offered by 
church can't be counted on to unify 
the hundreds of black students look-
ing for W\'crsion. 
"I don't sec SOO people in the 
Voices oflnspiration," Brown s:tld. "It 
is useful, but I think it has a limited 
utility." 
Brown s:iid it doesn't make sense 
to expect church groups to fill the 
void missing _ for many blacks in 
Carbond.ue who may feel alienatec. 
by white-dominated entertiinment 
venues. 
"A lot of churches ha\'C a hard 
time pfO\iding important social out-
lets for people in that age group," 
Brown s:iid. "The reasons people go 
to bus and parties :ire not the s:i.rne 
reasons people go to church." 
Still, there :ire other fringe bene-
fits to socialiung through the church. 
Longtime community member 
Milton l\tcDanid s:iid church acts as 
a spiritual center first and foremost, 
but also has i'fO\'Cn a superior match-
maker over the yc:irs to venues such 
as bus and parties. 
"\Ve wouldn't want church to 
become a courting ground, but where 
bener to find someone of your own 
type than at church,S McDaniel s:iid. 
So while dd,ing into religious 
affiliated groups :snot the anrn'Cr for 
everyone, there :ire enough benefits to 
make it worthwhile for a substintial 
amount of bbcks students. Harris, 
who used to anend bus herself, docs 
not miss the more com·entional 
methods of cntcrt:iinment that she 
has forsaken since bec.:>ming 
immersed in a religion-bas«! lifestyle. 
"Going to the bus and gening 
drunk and stuff is so temporary," 
Harris s:iid. "If you go to church and 
cx-pcrience the fcllowship and the love 
among people and sec there's no 
hatred going on - that's long•bst-
ir.g." 
&perm Jay Sthwal, ,an ht rt11thtd at 
jrsSOsiu@aoteom 
NIGHTLIFE 
CONTl!,UED fl\OM rAGE I 
This org:iniz:itional structure originated :is the 
brunchild of a former SIUC student. Four>= 
ago Ronncll Langs decided to do something 
about the bck of bar music tailored toward the 
black community. He approached Fred's with the 
idea. 
\Vhile renting a country•westci-n themed 
\'Cnuc - once known to fly the Confederate flag 
- to black students might seem an improbable 
scenario, Langs knew it would work. It did. 
There's still many problems, though, like cost, 
s::fety concerns and the long-distance drive (stu-
dents without a car must find other ways to get 
there). 
Armour uid that she's sick of the long trip to 
Cartenille and is tired of doing the same thing all 
the time. 
"If it isn't (Fred's], it's the Sports Center," 
Langs said of the other location typically rented 
Saturday by black campus groups. 
To ensure a 1:ugc minority crowd attend these 
functions each ,,'Cekcnd, the Greek system usual-
ly takes the reins. Black Greeks ha,'C the needed 
org:inization to keep Fred's and Sports Center 
available for them every \\'Cekend. They also arc 
rcspo ~sible for annual events like the Miss 
Eboness p3geant and The Pla)'Cr's Ball. 
The fraternities that· sponsor these campus 
events arc faced with the daunting task of putting 
on a huge production. Black students face four to 
fi\"e reheusals a •.-eek. a huge rental fee for 
Shryock Auditorium or the Arena and org:inizing 
f~r the out-of-state guests who stream into 
CJ.rbondalc. 
Org:inizing their C\'Cnts each time becomes a 
nuisance. So docs the Friday and Saturday routine 
at Fred's and the Sports Center. The question 
often arises, "\Vhy must their options be so lim-
ited?" 
"\Ve get so tired of doing the ume thing," said 
Brian Morris. a senior in ps)-cholo;;y But Brian is 
a Greek, and minority fraternities and sororities 
come with a built-in group offriends. 
"fa'Cn na)-sa)'Crs of the Greek systems ha,·c to 
admit that the greeks .uc the social gods of cam-
pus," noted J amcs Morris, Brian's brother. 
When these groups ha\"C trouble finding 
venues where they can gather, imagine the 
predicament for black students not in the g:cck 
system. If students'don't feel comfon-.1.ble at Fred's 
or Sports Center, they arc left with two oi,tions: 
A house party or staying home. 
h's not just the.black students who arc fed up enough cntcrtiinmcnt opportunities.• 
with Carbondale's nightlife options. Juan So what's the solution? A common response 
Garcilaw, president of the Hispanic Student from both sides of the issue is there is no simple 
Council, said he doesn't think Carbondale has answer. City Councilman Brad Cole s:iid the 
much to offer for the Hispanic community either. community e:tn't point fingers at bar owners, 
"There's really not anything that grabs our since they arc just trying to m:ikc a profit. If the 
attention," Garcilazo said. , . bar is consistently filled, 
Many of the student Latino commurtity Jre- he says, then the Whatever makes 
qucnt Stix on \Vcdncsday for Salsa Night. Other owner's. mission is money Is going 
than that, Garcilazo said, it's Carboz or hanging accomplished. • 
out with friends at hr,mc. For him, it all comes _ "I just don't know if to Justify what 
flown to the music. , there is anything the music (bars) 
"I think the bats in Carbondale arc preny city should or could do play. 
mainstream," Garcilazo said. But he undcrstinds about it," Cole said. · 
it's just business. "Whatever makes money is Corene McDaniel, a Juan Gracila:o 
going to justify what music they play." black member of the presldenl. 
And Hispanic student Octavio F1orcs feds Carbondale City HiSµanicSIUdentCounci 
"out of place" and "uncomfortable" at traditional · Council, had a com-
bars beausc there arc fC\v other Hispanics. F1orcs pletely different take on the cntcrtainment situa• 
appreciates Salsa Night as one of a few options he tion. A longtime resident, she said there isn't one 
has. pbce in Carbondale where blacks an gather and 
For SIUC's international community, socializ- express themselves. 
ing at bars becomes even more difficult beausc of She s:iid there also is a definite feeling in the 
the l:tnguage barrier. · black ctimmunity that they arc more highly sau-
"lt's tough to communicate with somebody tinizcd by the police, whc~cr it be in the parking 
else from a different country," said Jumpci lot of the Sports Center or at a house party. 
Kikuchi, a senior in radio & television from In April, the situation escalated when SIU 
Japan. _ . student Patrick Gant was arrested at a black 
Kikuchi goes to bars such as Pinch Penny Pub house party, and a large majority of the crowd was 
and Copper Dragon once in a while, but docs not Maced. In response, the city formed a task foii:c 
always feel comfortable being surrounded by to look into the issue. Many black students com-
Americans. plained they have continually been harassed by 
Takashi Nakayama, a junior in journalism the police. 
from Japan, said Japanese students tend to stay It's a complaint that has been repeated over 
\vithin their own "community" not only because and O\'Cr by black students. "I don't mean I want 
of discomfort, but because of cultural differences. . to do an,'lhing illegal," Kevin Buford, coordinator 
"Japanese people arc generally shy," Nakayama of Black /Jfairs Council said, referring to the 
said. incrc:ucd number of police and security at events 
Coffeehouses Longbranch and Melange seem geared tr.ward blacks. "But it docs affect the 
to be a hit among international students, mood when your every move is being watched." 
Nakayama said. · · McDaniel said, too often, people \\ith author-
Shannon Abel, assistant manager of ity in Carbondale rely on st:rcotypes when it 
Longbranch, said the coffeehouse provides a comes i-, black cntertlinment. 
good alternative to the ba: scene, which seems to "\Ve ha,·c different likes," McDaniel said. "\Ve 
be a popular hangout for international students, play a ccrtiin kind of music, and we might listen 
Abel said on a typical Frid:-t night, about 65 per• to it louder. But it's our form of expression and 
cent of the crowd is white, and the rest is Middle that's the way our culture is. 
Eastern, Asian and black. "Until the Unr'Crsity and the people that own 
The Uni,'Crsity provides some entertainment entertainment facilities look at the African-
options, but often it comes in the form of more . American population as a people that have needs, 
educational programming. Carl Irvin, coordina- thingi aren't going to clungc." · 
tor of Multicultural Programs :md Services, said 
they to try to bring in a di,'Crsc group of guest &portm Altxa Aguilar ,an ht rt,;;htd · 
1pcakcrs and lecturers. . · aaguilar19@aol.com 
"\Ve try to provide more options," Irvin said. and Milt Plttit ,an !,t rtachtd at 
"I do hear minority students say there arc not fotomikc@hotmaitcom 
The County's General Fund (the source for funding for the Sheriff's Department and the salartes of Sheriffs 
Oepartment employees) has had more revenue than expenditures in each of the last three years. This 
surplus has aver~ged over $860,000 in eadl of those three years. The end-of-year fund balance in the 
General Fund has increased from S76Z,363 in November of 1993 to $6,115,540 by November of ZOOO. 
Fiction: The Sheriff doesn't have to lay off any deputies with a rnluced budget. 
~·~~•~~-~~•~~•~~-~~-~~•~i• 
' 
This holiday season. !13 
. give the gift of dance with el 
c~f ~~~.; 
Smooth Dance!1 - Waltz. Foxtrot. and Tango • 
Latin & Su-;1.ng Dances • Rumba. Cha-Cha. and Swing~ 
M $:SO per particlpar,t for a six-w,ek course - ~ • :~= Bllllroom Dancing I t~=:to Ballroom_ Dancl~~ I • 
~ January 30 to March 6, 2002 Jan1111y 30 to March 6, 2002 81 
~ ;~o~= ~:ci'a!!"'· M 
• Boglnntnr •;anroom Dancing II lnlllrmedlata Ballroom Pandng II. 
el Tue14ays Tuesdays M 
~ IJarch 26 lo April 30, 2002 March 26 to .Ap.-:130, 2002 111 
• ~~ ~~!: ~:ces ~iin"\~!: g:~s • 
~ -9wfow,, .N,aa,J!! - . , M 
~ Surprise someone with n unique gift thls holiday( 111. t Gift certlfica~es are availa'>le 
~ Contact the SIUC Division of Continuing Education at EJ1 
~ (618) 536-7751 for more Information, or visit www.dce.slu.edu 1:13 
-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~•~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-
*FACT Salaries amouni to nearly 85% of the Sheriff's Department budget. In a department that is already 
understaffed, there Is no where to cut th:? large :mount pn:,posed by the County Board (over SZ00,000) 
without layoffs. 
Fiction: The current Count-y ~get is in deficit. 
l(UACT The county's budget estimates have been consistently faulty, ,~th an average favorable variance of over 
SZl0,000 in each of the last six years. The audited financial rei,,ort; compiled after the end of the fiscal 
year, is the true indication of the financial health of the County, -Ind shows consistent growth in fund 
balances. 
Fiction: The only wa-1 to accorr.modate the requested budgets by officeholders is to raise taxes, an:! the voters Will 
be asked to approve tax referendums • 
tJI: FACT Property tax revenue has more than doubled in t.~e past seven years, increasing fromSZ,109,874 ln 1993 
.. to S-1,685,737 in ZOOO. The value of property in Jackson County has shoYn1 consistent gmwth, increasing ~::i~:;
0
la~f1~~ and increasing 71¾to $4ZZ,171,613 . - _ 
Fiction: The Sheriff can come bad. to the Cou:1ty Boa.-d later in the year if he runs cut of money. 
*FACT No offia holder can a.!equately plan for the year v.•thout having certain ·;Jlding to provide needed services. 
If the County Board is wiling to di,cuss mid-year fu:ldng, why not make the commitment now7 W"t>J ls the 
County Board Chairman unwiifing to back up ~s c'"1mitment in writing? 
Fiction: The Sheriff and Union are trying to scare th( public. 
*FACT The ~riff's Dei;;.rtment ls already fiv~ bud!;eted ,>0$itlons shorth.lndecl. The Department of 
Cotrections has recommended that an additional lour correctional c.ffieers be hired to insure the safe 
and appropriate l:vel of supervis.~n in the Jail. 'P.oere are currently Ollly focrteen deputies assigned 
patrol over 600 square miles of the County jurisdictlon Z4 hours per day, 365 day, per year, Reported 
crime in Jack3on County is at its lowest level In over t~n years, due in large part to the work of the 
incn and women of the Jaehon County Sheritrs Department. • · 
IF YOU BELIEVE n:F. FACTS ANO NOT.THE FICTION. ASK TI-IE COUNTY BOARD TO 
RESTORE FULL FUNDING TO TI-IE SHERlrF'S DEPARTMENT. CALL TI-IEM AT 687-'7240 AND _ 
DEMAND A FULLY STAFFED SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT. TI-IE COUNTY BOARD WILL MEET ON TI-IE 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH AT 7:00 PM AND 'v'OTE ON TI-IE RrnUCED FUNDING FOR TI-IE 
SHE_RIFF'S DEPAR~ENT- PLEAS,E AmND AND HOLD YOUR coum: BOARD ACCOUNTABLE. 
NEWS 
U. Louisville students 
react to _Powell's-speech 
JOIIN GREY 
THE LOUISVILLE CAP.OINAL 
(U. LOUISVILLE) 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (U-
WIRE) -On Nov.19,Sccrcwyof 
State Colin Powell addressed a 
crowd of n=ly 1,000 students, fac-
ulty. sl:lff and community members 
in the Brown and Williamson Club 
in Papa John's Cardinal Stadium at 
the Unim"Sity of Louisville. 
This speech . focused on 
America's continued support .of 
peace in the Middle East and wu 
brought to Louisville by the 
McConnell Center for Political 
Leadership. which w.lS created by 
Senator Mitch McConnell and is 
currently run by Dr. Gary Gregg. 
Powell W:!s ushered in by secuzi-
ty officers where he gave his speech 
in which he \-owed that America 
\\-ould continue to be a presence in 
peace talks in the war-tom Middle 
East. Most people in attendance 
seemed impressed "ith not only his 
speaking skills but the notoriety he 
carries with him. 
Lydia Allen, a University of 
LouiS'oi!le freshman political science 
major, said: "He was a very charis• 
matic and intclligent speaker. I con• 
sider it an honor that I got to sec 
him speak on foreign policy issues.• 
"I didn't realiu: h:iw 1;-ood a 
speaker he was until I saw him 
today,W said Kali Sv.uczko;,f, a fresh• 
man biology major. 
Beforehand, some students had 
an opportunity to speak to him in a 
more conversation-style situation. 
These students were all McConnell 
Scholars, a group of students select· 
ed by the McConnell Center as 
potential future leaders for 
Kcntud.-y and the nation. 
"I really th..sught it was a prhi· 
legc to speak to someone that's got 
so much influence in our country 
and in the world," said Rcbek:ih 
Booth; a junior McConnell Scholar. 
"I think it's awesome and he 
took time 10 make the addms al the 
University of Louisville. I think it 
m:ans a lot al>,ut his commltment 
to ~Jt.:-:ition and commitment to 
foste,ing )-oung leaders," said John 
Da.,ial, a junior McConnell Scholar 
and political science and English 
major. 
In the personal conversation 
with the McConnell Scholars, 
Powell emphasiu:d the necessity of 
great. followers to make a good 
leader and that people should do 
what they ha\"C a passion for in life. 
"He really advised us on leadership 
and told us how to be the best peo-
ple we can be. He said it was very 
important to look to your followers 
and that's what makes great leaders 
arc the people who look to their fol-
lowers as to where to go next," com-
mented Booth on Powell's conver-
sation · with the McConndl 
Scholars. 
"[He told us to] work toward our 
passion and do what)t>U IO\'C and be 
a leader, be a real Icade& Listen to 
those who arc fo!:OV.ing )t>u," said 
Stacee · Bbckbum, sophomore 
McConnell Scholar and business 
management major •. 
"He ~ked about working 
toward )"Our passior. and that )t>U 
should \\"Ork for whatC\-cr your pas· 
sicn is in ar,d my passion is in poli· 
tics and making the world a better 
pbcc and I think that's really what 
he was talking about today- work-
ing toward peace and making this 
worl,l better for e\'Cr)"One,• said 
Mary Ann Vener, senior 
McConnell Scholar and political 
science major. 
Powell rccmcd to connect to the 
students on a personal IC\'CI in the 
one-on-one session. "He was actu-
ally ,-cry funny and wanted to make 
sure \\'C kept.it on a personal lc,.-d. 
He touched oa C\"Cr)-thing from 
race issues, which is very pertinent 
on our campus right now to foreign 
policy, to leadership. It was re.illy 
great,• Vetter said. 
"It's really inspiring to me that '· 
Colin Powcll ha.• risen up through 
the ranks from having _practically 
nothing to being one of the most 
powerful leaders ii:i •he \\"Orld, • said 
Becky Schneider, a freshman 
McConnell Scholar and poiitical 
science and finance major. 
"He motivated, personally 
myself, and rm sure all of us, that 
c,.-cn though we're just college. stu· 
dfnts to take on an acti,-c ro!-:e ir. the 
gD\"t'mment and go do our commu-
nity a scnicc," Danid added. 
"I thought it was very inspiring 
and motivational. He =,-cred SC\~ 
era! of our qu,:stions regarding for-
eign policy. as well as more person-
alized questions. I was yery 
impressed," said April Weatherman, 
a sophom:>re McConnell Scholar. 
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Cornell University student 
hospitalized Mth. 111eningitis 
MARK ZAWEt 
COP.NUL DAILY SUN (CORNELL U.) 
ITHACA, N.Y. (U-WIRE) - A 
Cornell University student w:i.s hos-
pitalized with meningococcal 
meningitis while visiting her home 
in Massachusetts over · the 
Thanksgiving holiday. 
The student, a 19-year-old 
female sophomore, whose name has 
not been released due to patient 
confidentiality, became ill at home 
and was hospitalized Sund3y. 
She was diagnosed with 
meni_ngococcal meningitis and has 
been in the intensive care unit since 
dien. She was "released out of the 
ICU last night," according to 
Sharon Dittman, the associate 
director of community rebtions for 
Gmnen: Cornell University Health 
Services. 
'l;i.c student is "doing a lot better 
and is expected to make a full recov• 
cry," Dittman said. 
This is the second case of 
meningitis on the Cornell campus 
this year. In March, a male North 
Campus resident was diagnosed 
with the rare bacterial infection. 
Howc,.·er, the case was much more 
serious · than Monday's reported 
case, according to Dinman. 
"People at risk have already been 
informed and in some cases started 
on antibiotics; Dittman said. "The 
circle of conceM is very small," she 
added. No other cases at Cornell 
have been identified this year to 
date. 
Meningococcal disease is a rare 
but ,crious infectious disease. T t 
usually OCCllrs in children or young 
adults but h.'\; some potential in a 
campus scttlr.g 10 occur in multiple 
individuals. 
Between 100· and 12.S cases arc 
reported on college campuses each 
year, according to Dittman. Cornell 
averages one case every one or two 
years, she said. 
Dittman advises that the "most 
important thing students can do is 
do anything to better their immune 
systems." Dittman also suggests that 
students wash hands frequently, and 
reduce stress by eating healthy and 
getting more sleep. Students should 
also avoid cigarette smoke and 
heavy consumption of alcohol, she .. :~. 
"The early symptoms are. like 
nther respiratory infections," 
Dittman said. Thcs~ include con-
gestion, high !'ever, head ache, stiff 
neck and sometimes a rash. 
•Individuals often develop 
meningococcus after another sick-
ness,• Dittman added. 
"The di~ease progresses very 
quickly,• Dittman said. Although 
the di£case can lead to death, this is 
very rare, only occurring in 10-15 
percent of cases, according to 
Dittman. 
Dittman recommends that any-
one suddenly experiencing a sc,.•ere 
worsening in flu like symptoms seek 
medical care. Gannett also offers a 
vaccination, although its effective-
ness is "135 percent effective" said 
Dittman. 
Mi&5ouri.growing up, climbing in polls 
TOM WYRWICII 
THE MANEATEP. (U. MISSOUR:) 
whole lot in one week. And his team 
has shown it through clutch pc,fo, .. 
mances in its last three games. 
The team was Uj> only two 
COLUMBIA, Mo. (U- against Alabama with 7:50 left 
WIRE) - The Missouri' Tigers are when Kareem Rush had to leav-.: 
third in the nation. with a contusion above his C)'C. The 
Monday's Ass<.ciatcd Press poll Tigers fought against several 
put MU (5-0) behir.d only Duke (5- Alabama runs to esr.ape with a 75-
0) and Illinois (4-0), up two spots 68 win. 
from last ,veck. In the team's 78-77 win against 
•1 am plea·scd for our kids; · Iowa in the final of the Guardians 
though, because they've been work· Classic last Wednesday, the Tigers 
ing so hard," coach Clliin Snyder were Jown 11 poin.s with 2:15 left 
said. "And · for them to get some in tl:e game and came back to win it 
recognition for their efforts i~ grati- on a Cl:ucnce Gilbert last-second 
fying for C\'Cr)"One im-oh-:d in the free throw: 
program." "Coach told •Js that this was a 
Missouri's m;:ve up was partly good growing-up experience," gt•ard 
due to losses by Kansas and UCLA, Wesle•· Stokes said after 
last week's three and four teams, but \Vcdn~ay's game. "This team has 
also helped by wins last week over grown up a whole lot. It's unhliev• 
No. 9 low:i., No. 22 Alabama :w:1 .,bte." 
Xa\ier. And Saturday night in the 
The Tigers als.J jumped four Wooden Classic, Xavier fought the 
-spots in Sunday's ESPN/USA Tigers for 30 minutes, and _the 
TODl\Y coaches' poll to No. 5. Tigers only led 54-52 before going 
Snyder•~ squad h:tSn't just grown on a nine-point run to come out 
up in the rankings, though. Snyder with the 72-60 win. 
said his )-oung team has matured a Snyder said the Tigers' imprcs· 
sive early schedule has helped his 
team's maturity. 
"Th:s early in the sc=n, it gives 
us a chance to grow more quickly; 
he said. 
Snyder said he has been especial-
ly happy with the play of his fresh-
men, especially Duane John, who 
pbyed the last minute of the Iowa 
game. 
"He was as competitive in that 
one minute as one kid could ever 
be," Sr:yder said. · · 
John ~aid Snyder's attitude 
helped him be ready for that final 
minute, in which he won a jump ball 
and assisted on Rickey Paulding's 
game-tying three-pointer. 
"Sometimes people are on the 
bench and they get cold, but· coach 
tells us alw:i.ys to be rc-~dy for the 
game and be ready to go; he said. "I 
got into the game and was ready to 
go.w 
The Tigers will try to improve to 
6-0 against Jackson St~te 7 p.m. 
Thursday at the Heames Center. 
Snyder said his team can't focus 
on the high ranking when they play 
this we~k. 
Our HRs eam an aveni~e of 
$8,90-$10.00 perhour-
up to $15,00 per hour earning 
1>0tentlall . 
Flexible day and eY"..nlng 
schedules • 24 hour per v,eek 
minimum tl!Qulrement 
APPLY NOW! 
2311 Soutf'I Illln0l1 Ave. 
Carbondale 
, Mon.-Fr1., a a.m.4 p.m. 
can: Js1-1Bs2 
Email: c1rt1Job10west.C1>m 
• Nationwide Restaurant Discounts 
• Hotei Discounts 
• Car-Itent-J Discounts 
•. Southern llllnols Business Discounts 
· • · ~outhern Alumni Magazine . , El 
Ail Mafor Credit CarC:s Accepted 
. I 
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.Sm focuses hunt for' bin LadE!n 
: . . . " ' . 
Military searching 
Afghanistan for weapons 
of mass destruction 
MARK )OIINSON, 
)UAN 0. TAM.\\"O & MARTIN MERZER 
K:-:1anr Rll'l1EI\ NEW5rArER~ 
TAMPA, Fla. (KRn - U.S. forces arc 
"system~tically" examining more th.tn 40 labo-
ratories and other sites in Afghanist,in where 
chemical, biological or nuclear weapons could 
ha\·c been produced, the U.S. \\".U- commander 
s.u:lTues<la): 
"\Ve will not leave weapons of mass 
destruction in that country," said Army Gen. 
Tommy Franks, commander of the Tampa-
based U.S. Central Command. 
At the 53me time, he signaled that his forces 
were hot on the trail of terrorist leader Osama 
bin Laden, Taliban leader l\lullah l\lohammed 
• Omar and their top associates, and that the 
hunt is concentrating on two specific areas. 
"There is no place to go," Franks s.iid. 
"There is no place to hide." 
He said the search was focused on two 
mountainous areas: One near Kand.ihar in 
southern Afghanistan; the other near Jalalabad 
and Tora Bora in eastern Afghanistan between 
Kabul and the Khyber Pass. 
"These arc areas we arc pa)ing very, \·cry 
CHl:JnL. 01.u - MncWO.a.UAS MORNING News (KRT) 
BOREDA VILLAGE, AFGHANISTAN Northern 
Alliance soldier Dinmohammad waits for the 
command to attack Khanabad and Konduz. 
c:mful attention to," he said. 
Later Tuesday, Defense Secretary Donald 
H. Rumsfeld said the U.S. military bombed a 
compound-near Kandahar used by leaders of 
the Taliban and bin Laden's al-~ida terrorist 
network. 
He said he did not know who was in the 
compound, but "it clc:uly was a leadership 
area," he said. "\Vhocvcr was there is going to 
wish they weren't." 
Two weeks ago, bin Laden \\".ls said to be 
near Kandahar, the encircled city that now rep-
resents th~ Taliban's last stand. In the past four 
d.iys, howC\·cr, he was reportedly spotted near 
Tora Bora, and Franks indicated Tuesday that 
the United States helie,·es he is there. 
Omar, whose TalibAn militia is C\-aporating 
before his eyes, is belie\'cd to be hiding in 
Kandahar. Thousands ofT aliban troops report-
edly ha\·e left that city in recent days, heading 
for the hills. 
Asked specifically if bin Laden was in Tora 
Bor.1, Franks said: . 
"There arc two areas that arc \'ery interest· 
ing to us, one of them for the leadership of the 
Taliban, and that is out in the vicinity of 
i<andahar .... The other is in the area between 
Kabul and Khyber, to include theJalalahad area 
and down tow.mi Tora Bora, which you men-
tioned." · 
He said he b;iscd that on \\itness accounts 
and the U.S.-led coalition's ability to "watch a 
,-ariety of terrain." 
At that point, Rumsfeld, who joined Franks 
at a nC\\'S conference in Tampa, seemed dis-
rurbed that Franks had shared geographic 
details of the search for bin Laden and Omar. 
Rumsfeld hurriedly stepped to the micro-
phone and added that the two regions men• 
tioncd by Franks were "not the only places we're 
pa}ing attention to." 
About iS miles from Kandahar, U.S. 
Marines hoisted an American flag Tuesday 
abo\"C the airstrip they seiz.:d earlier this week. 
Franks said 800 to 1,100 troops cvcnrually will 
occupy the outpost, and will engage in SC\-eral 
missions, including the hunt for fugiti,-es. 
Bin Laden is beliC\·ed responsible for the 
Sept. 11 strike on America; Omar had been his 
chief protector. 
"\Vc'll pursue them until they ha\-e nowhere 
else to run," Rumsfeld said. 
Franks said many of the 40 labs and other 
sites that might be linked 10 tile dC\·elopment 
of weapons of m;iss destruction were controlled 
by anti-Taliban Afghan forces. 
In other major dC\'1:lopments: 
• Syria warned the United States not to tar-
get Iraq or any other Arab country in a \videned 
campaign against terrorism. 
On l\londa,·, President Bush had said that 
Iraqi leader Sdddam Hussein must allow the 
United Nations to inspect sites that could pro-
duce weapons of mass destruction. Asked what 
would happen if Hussein remained obstinate, 
Bush said: "He'll find out." 
In response, Syrian Foreign l\linister 
Farouq al-Shara said in Beirut that an atuck 
on Iraq or other Arab nations would be a "fatal 
CHERY~ D1.1tz - MrvuVO•LUs M011ti-..1MJ News ( KRT> 
BOREDA VILLAGE, AFGHANISTAN - Northern Alliance soldiers watch intently as Taliban 
soldiers surrender on Nov. 25, before an attack on Khanabad and Konduz, the last T.iliban 
controlled cities of Afghanistan. 
mistake." 
"An attack on any Arab country is going to 
bring about endless probl~ms," he S3id, without 
elaborating. . 
- New reports of anarchy - and murder • 
emerged from sC\-eral areas of Afghanist:m in 
the absence of central authority. Four political 
factions arc meeting in Bonn this week, 
attempting to form an interim government, but 
lawlessness swept through their country 
Tucsd.1): 
In the northern city of Taloqan, gunmen 
shot and killed Swedish television cameraman 
Ulf Stromberg, 42, during an armed robbery. 
He was the eighth journalist to die in 
Afghanistan since the U.S. and allied military. 
campaign began on Oct. i. 
In nearby Kunduz, victorious northern 
:tlliancc troops were seen executing wounded 
Taliban fighters Monday and stealing automo-
biles and other goods Tucsda): 
In the southern border town ofSpinboldak, 
witnesses reported \videspread looting and 
near-chaos as Taliban and opposition P;ishrun 
tribal leaders continued to negotiate a Taliban 
sum:nder of that town. 
• A prison riot near l\lazar-c-Sharif seemed 
crushed after three days of violence that killed 
one American, apparently a CIA operati\-e, and 
wounded fi\-e U.S. military men when a U.S. 
bomb exploded perilously close to them. 
Hundreds of Taliban, mostly Arab and 
other non-Afghan fighters, died when the 
uprising was suppressed. Some reportS said all 
resistance hAd been terminated, but Franks 
said "30 to 4/) hard-core people• remained alive 
and fighting. 
Nc:.r Kandahar, tribal leaders in the sur-
rounding Maruf mountains confirmed that 
5,000 Taliban fighters from that besieged city 
recently mo\·ed into the rugged area. But the 
leaders claimed that the fighters went there 
only to hide an_d were trying to find someone 
who would accept their sum:nder without 
exacting lethal revenge. 
Ahmedullah Alizai, a .Maruf tribal· leader 
living in Pakistan, said he would leave 
\Vedncsday for the region to negotiate the sur-
render with local tribal and religious leaders. 
· North of Kandahar, Hamid Karui's anti-
Taliban forces swelled from 1,000 to 5,000 
fighters in the past few days as Pashtun tribes-
men sensed a Taliban defeat on the horizon, 
said his brother, Ahmed. 
Ahmed Kanai acknowledged, however, that 
Pashnm forces don't have the troops or heavy 
weaponry required for an assault on Kandahar. 
"If there is fighting in Kandahar, they (U.S. 
troops) \,ill have to help us," he said. "Then, we 
will help them caprurc Osama, and we will be 
even." 
In Tampa, Franks said that the Marines in 
the forward outpost were not there to assault 
the city. "It is not ;in invasion of Afghanistan," 
he said. 
At the same time, Rumsfeld noted that the 
siruation on the ground was far from stabic and 
highly perilous for American troops. 
When a town shifts from Taliban to oppo-
sition control, some Taliban or bin Laden loy-
alists escape, some sum:nder and some melt 
into the countrvside, he noted. 
"Therr- arc ·people in those cities who arc 
hiding and who arc perfectly willing to tic 
grenades arou;id their bodies and blow up 
themselves and whOC\·er else happens to be 
standing around," Rumsfeld said. 
"There arc people who ha\-e defected and 
may re-defect. There ;ire people who have gone 
across borders and may come bck across bor-
ders. The siruation is ,-cry dangerous and pco· 
pie ought to understand that." 
New aviation standards may be impossible to meet by deadline 
SUIIANA CHATTERJEE 
& DETH BORENSTEIN 
KNIGHT RIDDER NewsrArERS 
WASHINGTON (KR'D -
Transpo~tion Secretary Norman 
Mineta conceded Tuesday that the 
gO\-ernm~J will not meet a January 
deadline for scrcc:rung all checked 
airline baggage, even though 
Congress has ordered it to do so. 
Mineu··- and the aviation ~ecuri-
ty industry - say there ue not 
enough people, dogs ind machines. 
.: The new Airport Security 
;; '.Fedcraliz.ation Act of 2001, signed 
. . Nov. 19 by President Bush, ta!!es 
'~ responsibility for security at the 
· nations airportS from private compa-
nies and gives it to the federal gov-
'' ernment. 
It also sets a rigorous timet:1blc 
for improving security at the nation's 
: 453 airports. One key deadline S3}'S 
.. all checked bags must be screened -
in some way, not necessarily with a 
bomb-detecting machine - within 
60 da)-s of the signing date. The 
other requires 100 percent luggage 
screening by bomb-detecting 
machines a }'ear later. 
To screen all bags by machine, 
the Transportation Department will 
have to buy more than 2,100 
machines for 453 U.S. airports. That 
will come to more than S5 billion, 
said Rodger Dickey, who works on a 
Federal Aviation Administration 
team that is tl'}ing to get bomb-
detectors into airportS. Cum:ntly 
there are 153 bomb-detecting 
machines in 47 US airports for 
checked · luggage, FAA spokes· 
women Rebecca Trexler said. 
To implement.the law, the newly 
formed Transportation . Security 
Administration will probably ha\'C to 
forego· bomb-detectors and employ 
low-tech options the bill permits, 
said Paul Busick, the FAA's new 
associate Administrator for security. 
Those options include searching 
bags by hand, matching every bag 
-with a passenger bcfore putting it on 
a plane, use of bomb-sniffing dogs 
on all luggage, and taking ~wabs of 
material from each bag and per· 
forming instant tests for traces of 
explosive. • . 
AU these options arc time-con-· 
suming and will cause massive delays 
in airline traffic, officials concede. 
"It will slow the process.down," 
said Roy Strunin, marketing m:mag• 
er of AMCG of Marlborough, 
Mass., a consulting company that 
works on eliminate aviation security 
delays. . . 
"Physically it ,-an't be done," said 
one former top IC\·d FAA. official 
while attending the tl-:ird annual 
Aviation Security Technology 
Symposium in Atlantic City, N.J. 
Even lawmakers arc realizing the 
bill may be overly ambitious. "The 
60-day baggage screening is not 
realistic. The rules need to be realis-
tic ... they need to be flexible," said 
Rep. John Mica, R-Fla., chairman of 
the · House · Transportation 
Subcommittee on Aviation, 
Mineta's department had 
planned to·deploy explosi\'e detect· 
ing machines for all the nation's air-
ports starting in 2009. While the 
congressionally mandated deadline 
is now 2002, only two companies arc 
· currently licen~ed to provide the 
machines. One, Mineta noted, turns 
out _only 20 a year. "You don't have to 
_be a rocket scientist to figure out 
that you're not going to get from 
there to there" in time, Mineta said. 
Mineta was speaking at a home-. 
land security and defense sympo-
sium in \Vashington. 
To cover the shortfall, the depart~ 
ment' is talking to compani~ thJt : 
make medical CAT scanners to sec if 
they arc willing to produce baggage-
scanning machines, Mineta said. 
"Our primary goal right now (is) try-
ing to ramp up the capability," he 
· said. · 
Until other systems arc in place, 
airlines and the government arc like-. 
_ly to rely on bag matching: assuring 
that no bag is put aboard a plane 
without its owner. Airlines complain 
about that option's cost an_d time, 
said Leo Boivin, who until 
September was crisis manager in 
FAA explosive detection program. 
Moreover, bag matching doesn't 
deter terrorists willing to commit 
suicide. 
Mincta said the . department 
wants to get ;-assengers through 
screening and into an airport sterile 
zone "without requiring a waiting 
period oflonger than 10 minutes at 
any security checkpoint for passen• 
gers using U.S. airports," Mineta 
said. 
Minet:1.'s goal may be unrealistic, 
some experts say. 
Tim Raymer, research and dcvel· 
opmcnt . chief for bag screening 
· machine maker · InVision 
Technologies of NC\v:i.rk, Cali£, ran · 
a computer model of what would 
happen if all checked· bags were 
screened. The result: scores of irate 
passengers suffering delays, he said. 
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BodYfound in creek identified 
as .Camell Uniyersity senior 
,l.; , • - • 
VERONICA BELENKAYA 
CORNELL DAILY SUN (CORNELL U.) 
· ITHACA, N.Y. (U-WIRE) 
- Just as many Cornell Univenity 
students were getting ready to leave 
for Thanksgi\ing break, the Ithaca 
Police Department found a student's 
body in Cascadilb Creek early last 
Tuesday morning. Discovered at 
7:05 a.m., the bodr was later identi-
fied as 21-year old Alan Comerford 
from Carmel, N.Y. 
Comerford was a Molecular 
Biology and Genetics student, and 
he also worked as a student research 
and bb assistant. Comerford lived 
'His friends were suiprised. 
It sounds like they knew he 
might have been upset but 
didn't know it was as bad 
as it was.' 
Jackie Buckley 
Sludenl and neighbor. Camell u. 
with a housematc on North Cl!iarry 
St.• · 
Ja~kic Buckley lives in an apart-
ment above from where Comerford 
lived. 
"His friends were surprised," she 
said. "It sounds like they knew he 
might have been upset but didn't 
know it was as bad as it was.• . 
"I feel so bad about this whole 
situation. It was one or two days 
before break," Buckley said. 
Although other student• li\ing in 
Comerford"s building did not com-
ment on the record, many expressed 
initial shock at the news of his 
death. 
According to IPD, an investiga-
tion is being conducted by the IPD 
Criminal Investigative Unit ,-.ith the 
assistance of the Cornell Univenity 
Police Department and the 
Tompkins County Medical 
Examinen Office. 
The exact statement on the cause 
ofCome_rford•s fall from the Stewart 
Avenue Bridge has not yet been 
determined, but the investigation 
into Comerford's death continues. 
"Im·estigaton do not suspect foul 
play,• an IPD news release stated. 
and it is not yet completely clear if 
this was a case of a suicide or an 
accident. An autopsy was scheduled 
for last Moncky at Lourdes Hospital 
in Binghamton. : 
Linda Gracc-Kobas, director of 
the Cornell News Semcc -said that 
the Univenity docs not yet have the 
official information on the cause of 
Comerford"s death. 
"Medical exams ,..;u make a final 
determination, but they may still be 
waiting on the toxicology exam," she 
said. 
According to Grace-Kobas, the 
Uni,·enity ,..;u pro-.iding counsclon 
to those in mourning through the 
office of the Dean of Students. 
"They would conduct informal 
meetings for people who knew Afan. 
People shouldn"t try to cope ,-.ith 
feelings by themselves," said Gracc-
Kobas, encouraging students to seek 
help from the Univenity's support 
scmccs. 
FollO\-.ing the IPD investigation, 
the Cornell United Religious Work 
will arrange a memorial semcc for 
Comerford, Gracc-Kobas added. 
Cadets disagree with school's honor code 
ANSLEE WILLETT 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLEGIAN 
(COLORADO STATE U.) 
COLORADO SPRINGS, 
Colo. (U-WIRE) - An Air Force 
Academy study found 60 percent of 
the cadets SUC\'C)~ disagree "ith the 
honor code's guidelines for dismissing 
some of those who ,iolatc it. 
l\lost of the 149 cadets, about 2 
pc=t of the ac:ademy•s enrollment of 
4,000, said they bclic\'c all of them 
make mistakes and that punishment 
should better fit the aime. 
The study, which was released last 
week and also questioned 30 faculty 
and staff membcn a year ago, found 
broad support for the honor code but 
confidence in it declining. 
"\Ve bclie\'c we ha\'c detected an 
'informal' odet honor code at the 
:icademy, whereby cadets appear to 
tolerate some ,iolaron, numbcn and 
dcgrcc not determinable," retired Gen. 
l\lichacl Carns, who led the study, 
wrote in the introduction of the study"s 
results. 
The study outlines num~rous rec-
ommendations to !he code, a corner-
stone of the aodemy that says, "\ Ve 
will not lie, steal, or cheat, nor tolerate 
among us anyone who docs." 
Top academy officials arc review-
ing the study to determine what 
changes to implement, said Col Mike 
Hyatt, director of the academy"s 
Center for Character OC\-clopment. 
They arc looking at ways, he said, 
"to make a good system better, to 
make it more fair for cadets, to make it 
· more equitable, to make it more trans-
parent so that the odets will fccl more 
comfortable as they go through the 
system and there•s not as much doubt 
about what's going on." 
He said changes arc expected by 
March and some ha,-c already been 
'We believe we have 
detected an Informal cadet 
honor code at the academy, 
whereby cadets appear 
to tolerate some violaters, 
numbers and degree 
not determinable.' 
Gen. Michael Dms 
leaderofslucfy 
made, such as hiring an academy grad- proa:sscs." 
uatc as a full-time honor education Officials also arc looking into the 
officer. recommendation of remO\ing ~:t offi-
Thc study says declining confi- ccr as a \'Oting member from the\ V'mg 
dencc in the code is linked to haw long Honor Board, which cadets face if 
it takes a case to go through the system. they don"t admit guilt. 
"In 1955, the ,-ast majority of= The board is made up of SC\-cn 
were dealt \\ith · and rcsoh-cd \\ithin cadets and one officer, and six out of 
days, if not hows, of their occurrence," eight \'Otes arc needed to find a odet 
the study says. · - ir ,iolation. 
"HowC\i:r, gi,-cn the runcnt sys- The study suggests replacing the 
tem•s weighty legal, rndential and officer "ith a cadet to "inaease the 
administrati,-c requirements •.• honor cadet sense of O\\Ticnhip of the honor 
cases now require an a,-cragc of 100 system" by placing sole responsibility 
days to complete all pluses of the to cadets. 
honor process, 40 days greater than Each year, the academy deals \\ith 
the current academy goo! of 60 days: an a,-cragc of 130 honor code cases. 
Hyatt said officials want to shorten About 15 percent of thqse cadets arc 
what they refer to as "Byiantinc dismissed, Hyatt said. 




Apparently, the news of count- 462, including 192 on her head; 
less needles puncturing pcsh spread Brown docs not hold a candle to her 
quickly. Before Friday, Brown's ,..;th only 176 piercings to date. He 
quest had been mentioned in just wants to compete for the cur-
"Alternative Press• magazine, the rent single sitting entry. His only 
OMAHA, Neb. (U-\VIRE) •Omaha \Vorld0 Herald" and on competition is Greg Thompson, 
-:- On Friday,. 21-year-old l\latt ·. CNN. Due to the co\-crage, dozens who on Sept. 27 reportedly received . 
Brown of Omaha, Neb., received a · flocked to Big Brain Productions to 227 piercings during the Pledge of 
few sharp sticks - 171, to be exact. \\itness the action. . Allegiance Tour at the \Vorld Arena 
This was not his fint piercing cxpc- Bro,m's puncture je\VClry proba- in Colorado Springs, Colo. Before 
ricncc; previously, he has had as bly is not what fint comes to mind. either record attempt, the bar was 
mauy as 31 holes and je\\-clry in hi~-- when one thinks about piercings. pfC\iously set at 100. · 
bo<ly. By the time of the event, he For the world record, he had 10 Guinness has yet to assess 
was down to a mere five piercings. place·d along his collarbone and the Matt's bid for the book, so we will 
Brown has decided to achic\'C a new rest in both of his arms. His collar- ha,~ 'to wait. and see . where they 
world record for the most piercings. bone and arms-were red, very puffy placc'him. · . 
in a single sitting. A relatively new and swollen ,..;th what looked like Even though his parents do not 
tattoo and piercing shop in the Old welt mirks. like his piercings, his girlfriend is 
Market; Big Brain Productions, is Current!); the Guinness World very proud of him. Her response? 
the parlor that handled the honor of. · Record for body piercings is held by She will ha\'C to remember to not 
fulfilling Matt's task.. a Scottish woman wi1h a total of . touch his arms for _a while. 
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I One coupon per Customer I I 
I Coupon Required I I 
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Got Organic Milk! 
Leaders Wanted!!! 
*The 110ne Year11 Program* 
, Provides $3,450 towards tuition, 
fees and books as well as up to 
$350 monlhfy stipend 
• Offers experience and leadership 
skills coveted in today's 
competitive job market 
AIMHIH 
Many career Opportunities: 
~ ,(Gl'Jlbatcor.lnll 
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Postal Service plan leaves uruuisweredquestions 
TONY PUGH 
KNIGHT RIDDER NE\\'Sr,\rERS 
WASHINGTON (KRl) -
The Postil Sa,.ice wants at l=t S3 bil-
lion or more to sanitize America's mail 
and asrurc: th.it future terrorists can't use 
it to spread fear and dc:ith. 
The problem is, the Postil Sel'\ice 
hasn't really explained, even to 
Congress, how it would dccontuninate 
mail, how soon it could be done, what it 
would ultimately cost, which of the 
Postil Sa,.icc's S00,000 woikcrs would 
be protected and whether new decont-
amination proccs.ses \\ill further slow 
delivery of mail. 
l\lorcm-er, the Postil Smice has a 
special burden when contending 
ag:unst other industries and :igcncies for 
post-terrorist emcigcncy federal aid: 
Under the 19i0 Postil Rcorg:uuution 
Act, the fustil Smice is supposed to be 
self-sustaining. Congress doesn't ha,-c 
to hdp. 
It adds up to a set of gra,-c problems 
for an :igcncy whose projected deficit 
grew from S1.35 billion to S1.8 billion 
in the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks and subsequent anthrax 
cp=.sodc::. The anthra."< killed two postil 
workcs, sent scores to hospittls, forced 
thousands to take protcctr. -c antibiotics, 
and comincrd millions of Americans 
that handling mail could be dangerous. 
Many in Congn:ss arc S)mp.-ithetic. 
But the Bush administration has not 
backed an emergency bailout for the 
Postil Service and some lmmakcrs say 
the :igcncy wants money to make the 
mail safe again before it has figured out 
howtod\lit. 
"The Postil Smice should ha,-c 
done emergency pb.nning before the 
recent att:icks that would provic'.c a 
blueprint on how to respond. But (they) 
didn't do this," U.S. Rep. Henry 
W=n.m, D-Cali£, said in a recent 
cong=sional_ hc:iring. • As a result, the 
Postil Sel'\ice is now tr}ing to do emer-
gency pb.nning at the worst possible 
time, in the midst of :m emergenq:" 
TI1e hc:irt of the Postil Sen ice mail 
security plan is the installation of radia-
tion machines - or chlorine dioxide gas 
ch:m\1:-ers - to deconraminate mail at 
290 major sorting centers natiom\idc. 
How mail passing through another 198 
postal annexes and 35,000 post offices 
would be handled is not clear. One clue: 
The Postil Sa,.ice proposes to buy 
46,000 ,..,cuum cleaners to reduce dust 
- and possible contaminants like 
anthra."< spores - producrd by postil 
operations. Faciliti-:s would also get 
special filters in their heating and \-cnti-
lation systems to trap dangerous 
microbes. • 
The decontamination systems 
wt>uld ha,-c to sanitize some 136 mil-
lion pieces of mail from 240,000 street 
collectio:i boxes and other public 
deposit sites. The radiation or gas 
decontamination dC\ices would kill 
potentially letlul bacteria :ind bacterial 
spores by attacking the DNA of the 
microbes. 
The irradiation dC\ ices cost about 
SS million c:ich; the gas contunination 
dC\ices arc said to be cheaper, but 
they're still being tested by the Postil 
Scr\icc. 
Postil Service officials declined to 
say when decontunination equipment 
would be installed or where, citing 
"scrurity r=ons. "They said it was pre-
mature to calculate how much decont-
amination might cost. 
Postil officials said they hoped 
ckcontunination would not add to the 
typical 2- to 3-d.iy mail dc&.-cry period. 
But a congressional source briefed on 
the plan, who asked not to be identi-
fied, said agency officials suspect the 
process ,\ill add :1 da): 
Unless the Postal Sel\ice gets SJ 
billion to S4 billion for bioterrorism 
protection, it ,,ill only decontuninate 
mail "where the risk of threat occurs," 
fustmaster General John Potter recent· 
ly told the Senate Subcommittee on 
T rcasury :ind General GCJ\'Cmment. 
\ Vhethcr the outlay is worth it 
depends on two things: how likely a 
fullll'C terrorist is to use the mail, and 
the v:ilue of restoring public confidence 
in the mail. 
There's no eisy :lJlS\\'Cr, said Da\jd 
Ropeik, Director of Risk 
Communication at the Hm-:ud Center 
for Risk Aru:lysis in Cambridge, Mass. 
"You can't say in a dollars-to-dollars 
W:t); hCJ\v the cost of the irradiation 
compares with such an unccrtun \"alue 
of Ule benefits," Ropcik said. "This is a 
judgment call society will ha\'C to 
make." 
Other experts say the Postil Smice 
has no choice but to commit the 
mollC): 
"There's nothing to say we couldn't 
ha,-c another wa\'C of anthrax letters 
tomorrow," said Cwk Staten, CEO of 
the Emergency Response and Research 
Institute, a Chic:ago consulting £inn 
that does risk analysis on terrorist 
issues. 
'What remains to be. seen, Staten 
said, is whether the irradiation equip-
ment and other technologies that the 
Postil Smice is betting on \\ill actually 
work as am-ertiscd. "\V~ ha,-c to find 
the best equipment that plO\idcs the 
biggest bang for the buck. \Vhether · 
('irradiation and gas treatment systems 
Othcrmeai:&.1res 
:~~~~.,;:::n :_::;,:r:-~~ag ::,'!:~' :.=:u,r.c:,c•• 
Pll'DC•• ~• • 
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arc) that equipment, I don't know," 
Staten said. 
The same question applies to a 
Postal Sa,.ice plan to in,'CSt the bulk of 
S306 million in an air-monitoring laser 
system now being tested by the 
Department of Defense at the U.S. 
Army's Aberdeen Ptming Ground in 
Mat)iand 
Aberdeen pcrsonnd would not dis-
cuss the system and Postal Sa,.ice offi-
cials declined comment, sa}ing Potter 
would~ the matter in future con• 
grcssional testimony. 
Postil officials arc more · certain 
about the irradiation technology. "We 
arc at the highest p=ible IC\,:) of con-
fidcna: from a broad group of experts 
that this technology indeed works :ind 
is \'Cr)' reliable," said Day, the Postil 
Smia: engineer, in recent Senate testi-
mony. 
Borak :ind other radi:1tion experts 
generally agree. "This is as close to a 
sure thing :is you can get," said Abigail 
Salyers, president of the American 
Society for ?-.1iaobiologyand a micro-
biology professor at the Unh-crsity of 
Illinois 1t Uroona-Champ:iign. 
Radiation beams ha,-c been used for 
yean to sanitize medical equipment 
and rid me:it of bacteria. But unliJu: 
these items, which arc uniformly pack-
aged, mail comes in :all shapes and sizes 
and \\ill require radiation doses strong 
enough to penctr.1te paclagcs and let-
ters of varying \\idths and materials. 
In rcttnt congressional testimony. 
Day wouldn't disclose how high the 
agency would set radiation doS2gcs for 
the mail. But he did say it w.,s high 
enough to M'C killed more than 99 
percent ofbactcria in tests performed at 
a Lima, Ohio, facility where federal 
gm=ment mail is being sanitized 
with dectron beams. 
Earn some extra ca5h over Ouistmas Break! We have over 140 openings in retail lilies and ham 
proces.5ing. $6.70/hr. No exrenence neceroiy. Jrnt call TODAY and ask for the manager at: 
f
• Rolling Meadows (Golf&. Algonquin) 
Villa Park (Roosevelc &. Summic) 
Morron Grove (Golf&. '\X/ashingcon) 
Naperville (Naper Blvd. &. Ogden) 
-~.: Chicago(Ciccro &. 81sc) -~· 
Bloomingdale (Schick&. Gary) 
(847) 981-9790 
(630) 834-8400 
(847) 470-0100 ~; 
C63o> 95s-0550 V 
(773) 582-0700 
(630) 894-5500 
A NRUY OFF l.~[R PROG·RAM,s 
- PILOTS/NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER . CRYPTOLOGY . . . . . ... . , 
SUPPLY/LOGISTICS 'JUDGE 1ADVOCATE;GENERA[: 
SURFACE WARFARE .. ~NUCLEAF:1/CIVIL _ ENGINE~RING . 
. -., 
INTE~LG~".C~ ; ::~-'.; ; :,, ;_; _. _  . ~:: ·:· ·. · 
Get the financial boost you need to complete:your ;college·,deg~e~. requirements-
and help you become a Naval Officer at the same time. ;As.'a member of the' ·. 
program you will: ·· · · · · · · · \ · · · · · · 
• Be in an active duty status ·:EARN !1800~.'oO~iER MONTH 
:~~~~:~~ea ;;~~~0~1~~:1~~~~~~i~~; JOSttO~AKE;@D GR,\QES! 
NAvv oFF1cEi=l:s•· Pi=loG'.RAIVis'·-r· · .. 
(BOO) 777-6289 • betts::.@fcnrc~~avy .. mll 
FOR SALE . 
-1958_F_O_R_D_; ..ST..,.U..,.~ O-, 4'""9,-xxx-ml~, - I ~~~~':1"sse';~~~htY.ith 
2~ manu.-il, wllile, poliee spe- two bcXtJOU3rllS protecting you an 
cl.al. rare, 4 dr, very good concl, new night everywhere you go. One ol 10 
lites, $1500 684-5214, alter 5pm. :;: lt~'~t~-~ boOkS 10 
-------000--~- I GotUsed.COffl. 
_:_~--F· ~_
50
_1 .. ,._~;_:epeed_a_t 68_· \_'-~-· __,.· m_,_· I -LO_S.:.,_E_Y __ D_UR __ J.,.,D--B--:--_---
1994 MAZDA B 4000. 4 X 4 pickup, Aro rebel against society at the 
98.xxx miles, great shape. $6000, Burning Man Festival. Ifs ok to lose 
can 549-3885, leave meU3ge. ~~'!!v ~ i~~ ~~o 
2000 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE GT Ille Salukl Bool<store. Visit 
coope, V-6 auto trans, leather lnteri• GotlJ$ed.com tor more. 
or, premium sound system. sunrool, 
rear spoiler, power everytt,ing, 
21.xxx ml. exccond, S16.900, 549• Miscellaneous 
1620. STORAGE SPACE FOR boats and 
96-CH-RY_S_L_ER_S_EB_RI-NG_l.XI __ I cartl)elS, 1112 haK price rates, can 
coupe, 76.XXX mi, VG.auto. Sllvef, La ttem Slota 667 24611 
sunrool, ed. $8900 Obo, 528-7405. 
BUY POLICE IMPOUNDSI 
Cars.'lrucks lrom $500, tor lislings 
caD 1-800-319-332Z ext 4642. 
BUY, SELL. AND trade, MA Auto 
Sales, 605 N llfinois Ave, 457•7631. 
VISIT YOUR LOCAL 
WWW.AUTOBESTBUY .NET 
home ol the best deals, 684-68131. 
WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, rrotor• 
cycles, running or not. paying trom 
525 to ssoo. Escoos wanted. can · 




PARK PLACE EAST, res hall, lnt'I, 
grad, upper class student, quiet. ulil 
Ind. dean rooms, tum, $210 & up, 
can 549-2631, not a partt place. 
OUIET,CLEAN, W/kitchen,west 
side,hrdwd'!lts.21etttorDec.studi• ous atmosphere, can 529-5881. 
SAlUKI HALL. CLEAN rooms; util 
Ind. S195/mo, across lrom SIU, sem 
lease. call 529-3815 or 529-3833. · 
Roommates· 
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP, 
house on W MiD St $200/mo, +t/5 
Ulil, d/w, w/d, cal 203-2656. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED DEC-MAY, 
1 bdrm, wld. c/a, d/w, walk-in closet. 
very nice, near Salukl bus roUle, ca~ 
351-1664, leave IN!ssage. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED SPRING & 
S1Jmmer, single apt. 106 112 S For• 
est. 4 blks trom campus. privaie set• 
ling, off street parlung, $350/mo, c.itl 
618-203-2307. 
Attention SIU-C 
Freshmen , Underqrads 
Stevenson Arms 





I.Our Super Spectacular ;: . Giveaway· . ·. Extravcaga~a 'I { ·wm be music, to. yaur eQrsl 
. . : and receive a $50 
Parts _& Service 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Mechanic, he makes house cans, 
457-79!14 or rr<>btle 525-8393 I
."' . ~:;~ci~ ~;~~~~002'' , .. -· '. .
'
. G/ft Cert_ificate_plus .. ·.·' .. ;.-··_- ,_ .... ,·. 
. . . an entry in our· ·· · ~'·:~ ., . 
-3 e-o-ru-~-HO_u_s ... E.-w, .. d,-ait-, _ca_rpo_rt._ • · drawing for a FREE ·\.·,~ 
~;!,i=~~~~4~~~mo,. · , Mp3 Player . · · -: ·:,: • . 
Mobile Homes. 
12 X 60 Eleon3, 2 decks, quiet area, 
wld, ale. partially furnished, dose to 
SIU, $5600, can 549-2521. 
MUST SEE REMODELED mobile 
home wi\arge room addition, haK 
mile from cafTl)US, beautiful par!<, 
buy on site, free ticl<ets to Cancun. 
$4000, caa 549-6572. 
NICE. CLEAN, 10 X 50, lg covered 
deCk, remodeled. must see! $4500 
Obo,529-4243or618-003-1251._ ' 
FEMALEROOMMATEWANTEDtor ·I · _-: HURRY . 
very nice 3 bdrm house, w/d. • _R,:tu sta:-t at . IN. . 
S205/mo plus util, can 549-7899. "' : J~ $199 · . : 
=~:;,!D~~~~~~r- . TODAY 
port. 684-8481, Iv mess. · · · 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, 1 bdrm , I> k 
=~:'~~l:a-~:tea.cau Lewis. r:ar 
ROOMMATETOSHARElarge . ·, ,, .Apartm, en __ ts,, 







ROOMMATE WANTED, $1501MO, 
10 min drive trom SIU, furnished, 
caDBIS-521-081_1 •• : '-·· 
· Phone: (618)457-0446 • Fax: 618)549· 
HUGE 2 BDRM, private fen0e'd 
deck. 2 car garage, Umy Point, utili-
ty room,~ tub, 911 ceilings. 
breakfast b.1r, great CXlUnlly location. 
cats ccnsidefed, $780 also avaa 2 
bdlm towmouse, ssao. 457,a194, 
529·2013, Ov!s B. 





G&R Property· Managemert 
2300 S. Illinois Ave/921 E. Grand 
BRAND NEW 1 & 2 BEDROOMS! 
• Ceramic Tile 
•Dishwasher 
• Patio & Deck 
•Carpet 
•Washer & Dryer 
•Ceiling Fans 
,., 
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FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 BDRM, 2 t-alh, new carpel, private 
newly buill 3 bdrm toWTlhouse, 5 min count,y location, covered patio, 
from can,pus for spring sem, p!eue S4ZS/m0, water paid, can 684•5399. 
DELI CLERK/STOCK. NOW taking ... . Spring preak Mobile Home Lots appticationstorlmmedia1eopening ~ 
LGSHAOEOLOT,lawwl1shlnd,' . :z;i:~::~~:~,a~il .~: :1 ~i~~ELOWE~TSpring caQ Nikki .,1549,7555. 
2 BDRM, AlC, w/d hookup, avail first 
or J.111, pets ;:.ecepted wie,tra de-
posi\ on private lot, 983-8155. 
on SIU ~us route, no dogs please,. . south on hwy 51, no phone cans. -·,· ,f;_wa~-Wi~~~toi;,er. 
549-0000. NET REP BUY and sen an Internet Service! (see website). · . 
LARGE LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWN• 
HOUSES, new ccnstruction, w/d, 
dlw, r:Ja, swinvning, fishing. Giant 
C11y Rd, many extras, 549-8000. 2 BDRM. UNFURNISHED trailer, 
pets ok. trash Incl, $285/mo, releren-
1 BDRM,Clean,tlosetoSIU,depos• cesarerequired,can457-S631. 
· !ielp Wanted ' Maintain web Site (HTML) Sound· I 13 Free Meal Plans! (eartybirds) 
core Music, 457•5641 •. · ·.'. :: :~e:~~r~I Fr~i • ::ir~~::~ y:'C:. °:!~1~~~ NOW HIRING EXPERIENCED Enough Reasnns? 1-800-367-1252. 
wwN.money~oplnlons.com cooks, day and night, Pas!.l House www.springbreak.com. • . . • ot. rel, $275 per mo, 687-2475, Iv 
mess. · 2 LG BDRM. 4112 mi S, wooded 
setting, lg deck. stora11e, w/d, r:Ja. Company, cal 4S7•S545. . . •"ACT FAST! SAVE SSS, GET A 
2 BDRM, GREAT LOCATION, UN• no pets, $325/mo, 529•7911. $ACT NOWS. HIGH lnoorne Polen- --------- COUPON ... GO TO . tiaR $500-$5000'mo, PT, FT, MAIL , PHYSICALLY AT PERSON, lo SPFltNGBREAKDISCOUNTS.COM 
FURN, pets ok. Cambria area. 
$375/mo, W/$300 deposit, cal.:~.-. 
5631. 2 MILES EAST of C'dale, 2 bdrm. 
ORDER, 1-888-897•5921. ~ti:::~~. ~:.e=.n. OR CALL 900-584-7502. 
••NEED MONEY/WE CAN HELP .. 
AREA JUST OFF Cedar Creek-RD, :.::. ::.~ ~W:n c;r:,~•N<;ble 
2 bdrm, air, carpet, carport. no pets, PETS, taking applicalionS, cal 549• 
make up to $14/hour, no exp neces• RELIABLE SUBS AND PT teachers 
sary, we wia train, can 521 •2856. needed tor fun and qualify Child care 
centers, 2 years eollege req, please SPRING BREAK 2002JI Prices lrom 
$419, on the beaeh trom S599. Reli-
able air 10 Cancun. Acapuloo, Ma, 
za11an, Jamaica, Bahamas, and 
South Padr1>. Mexico specla~FREE 
MEALS and PARTIES, book by Nov 
20th and save BIGII Organize a 
group and travel FREE. Break with 
the Best www.studenlexpress.com 
Cal for details and a tree brochure 
1-800-787-3787. 
caa 521-8741, Iv mess. 3043. • 
ACADEMY OF BARTENDING, 
Have tun, make money, meet peo-
ple, eam S15to $30 an hour. Day, 
evening or weekend Classes avail, 
Job placement assistance, $199 
w/student ID, 1-800-Bartend or 
1·800 227-8363. 
caU 529·1551, looks great on a 
COUNTRY, NICE 2 bdrm, smau 
pets ok. $450/mo, rel required, ava~ 
Jan, Nancy, 529-1696. 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1 
bdrm w/carport and storage a-ea, no 
pets, $275/mo, 549•7400. 
NEW CONSTRUCTION, I BDRM 
luxuiy on, Lake Front, d/w, nre-
ptaee, garalJII, many • xlrali, 457• 
5700. 
WEST OF C'OALE. en Glen Rd, 2 




2, 3, & 4 bdrms 
call 543-4808 (9am-5pm) no pets. 
:; BDRM, CIA, wld, nice & quiet 
area, car port, 1 mi west of town. 
avail now, call 549-0081. 
2 MILES EAST of C'dale, 2 bdrm, 
waler, trash, & lawn care incl, r.able 
ava~. r:Ja, very dean & quiet. NO 
PETS, taking applications, caa 549. 
3043 
CARBCNDALE, 2 BDRM, located 
in quie1 park, 5150-$475/mo, can 
529-2432 or 684-2663. 
C'OALE, 1 BDRM, S235/mo, 2 bdrm 
$250-$400/mo, water, gas, lawn & 
trash incl, no pets, 800-293-4407. 
C'OALE, 1 BDRM. Close to campu$, 
clean. a/c, gas heat, cable, 529. 
1422. 
C'DALE, 2 DORM front and rear, 
Close to campus, clean, r:Ja, gas. 
heat. w/d, cable, no pets, 529-1422. 
FROST MOBILE HOMES, 2 bdrms, 
$250, $300, 5450, SIU bus route, 
ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? 
PutijtoWorkl 
Up to $25-$75/hr PT/FT 
1-800-953-0306 
www.ucanbhomeandrich.com 
Avon Reps, NO Quotas, No Door•to-
Ooor, Free Shipping' Only $10 to • 
Start! 1-800-S9B-2866. 
BAR MAIDS, PT, wiR train, exc 
pay/bouncers, Johnston City, 20 mi• 
nutes from C'dale, can 982·9-W2. 
teachers resume! 
RENTAL REAL ESTATE OFFICE 
needs teasing assistarot, Jan 2002 
anernoon WOO< block pref, send re-
sume and pay expectaticns to AJ. 
pha. PO DOX 2587, C'dale 62902. 
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS, 
co-«I YMCA summer camp 1.5 tvs 
north ot Chicago is hiring collec;ie 
students to WOO< with youth In beau• 
lifut camp setting. salary, room, 
boardprovided,June 10-Aug 17, 
111ea1 ~ lo gain experience 
working with kids, YMCA camp 
Maclean, Burlington, WI, 262•763• 
n42. www.campmaclean.com. 
Services Offered 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Mecllanic. He makes house cans. 
457-79B4 or mobile 525-8393. 
SPRING BREAK CANCUN, 
Jamaica, South Padre, & an Florida 
c!estinations, best hotels, tree par• 
ties, lowest prices! 
www.breakerstravel.com 
(800)·985-8789. 
SPRING BREAK rRAVa 11 Spring 
Break Vacation•: Cancun. Jamaica, 
Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring cam-
pus representatives. 1-800-234· 
7007, endlesss~rs.com .. 
ONIJINE ,· ror . · :_ 
elossitieds 
-4-8D_R_M_, 4-b-lks-lrorn_ca_mp_us-. -ca-,-- 1 _45_7-89_2_4· ______ _ 
COUPLE, WICATS & dog & no chil• 
dren, large house, yard care possi-
ble, need housekeeper, 16-40 
lvslwl<. flexible seheduli"II, exp pret, 
send resume and pay expectations 
to: PO Box 257 4, C'Oale 62902. 
"THE HANDY MAN CAN" do almost 







peted, window a/c, $450/mo, 457• NICE 1 & 2 BDRM on SIU bus route, CUSTOMER SERVICE POSI, 
TIONS, PT/FT, wnlexible schedul• 
ing, sever:il offices in the Carbon-
dale area, S10-$14/hr, w/pay train• 
iOlj, call Miehael al 888-479•6320. 
FOR THE MOST beaubful, passion-
ate thriU seeking, provocative, unlor• 
gettable, mind blowing, an live, no 
jive women, 1 ·900-226-2365 ext 
5365, $3.99/minute, must be 18 
""w.cbilyek-plian:com 4030, avail 12/25. mainlenance on Sile, $180-$275, 
5 bdrm, 2 bath, S200/mo per bdrm, avail now & January, can 549·8000. 
a/c. wld, porch. deek. yard, extra NOW RENTING, 2 BDRM from · • Free Pets · 
Close to SIU, tum, rel, can 549.2743 5250.5450, pet ok, Chuck's Rentals, 619-845-8434 
BRANO NEW 2 bdrm w/ stuay, 2 car _ca_n _529_-4444 _______ I ...,.,,....=.,......,="""".-arr:'C"';~ FREECAT,APPROXIMATaY 6 mo old, tan w/orano, eyes, male, al-
ready neutered. call 549-4395 
Web Sites garage, whirlpool rub, w/d, d/w, pa• NOW RENTING, 2 BDRM from 
bo, cats considered, family zoning, S250-5450. pet 01<, Chuck's Rentals, 
S950, 457-819-1, 529·2013, Ctvis 8. can 529-4444. READ THE DAILY EGYPTIAN • ONLINE ' 
C'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, spa• COALE. VERY CLEAN 1 bdrm du• 
KITTENS OR PUPPIES to gove 
away? 3 hnes for 3 days FREE In 
the Dally Egyptian Ctasslloeds! 
http1 www c1a,ty~ypf1an com 
clous, 3 bdrm. 2 batt1, w/d, c;;:port. ptex, S250, tum. 9'5, water, trash, 
free mowing & trash. no pets, can uwn care. bet..een Logan/SIU, ide- Found 
684-4145 or 68<:-?862. al tor single, no pets, 529.3574 or 
_CO_U_NT_R_Y_S_ETTI_r:_'G-.-2-bdrm.--ca-r-- 1 5344795· 
peL glS, appl, pets ok, $3-IO/mo, 
can :ner 5pm, 684--5214 
COUNTRY/TOWN. 3 BDRM house, 
ale, full basement, double garage, 
yd, unlum, w1d, 529•3507. 
HOUSE FOR RENT, Cart~ml1e, 1 er 
2 bdrm. $300/mo; 2 drm apartment, 
Cambna, $211Ymo, call 997•5200. 
hOUSE FOR RENT, C'dale 3 bdrm 
S600/mo, Mboro 2 bdrm S350'mo, 
can 529-24:?2 or 684--2663. 
M·BORO, 2 BDRM, S311l'mo, refer• 
ences, cat ok, gas heaL wld, off 
street parking. can 549·2888 
M·BORO, NICE 1 bdrm house, w/d 
hookup, S311Ymo plus depoSi1 can 
687 •3529 atter 5 00 pm. 
NEAR UNIVERSITY MALL. !amity or 
individual, nice yd, good ne;ghbors, 
avail 12.122, SiRENTALS, 896-2283 
NICE 2 OR 3 bdrm. Southwest area, 
r:Ja, w/d, carpet. no pets, 529-3581. 
•. - ..... 2 HOUSES LEFT ON ............. . 
... _ •. CONTRACT FOR DEED ........... . 
...... --......... 549-3850 ........ _ ... _ .... - .• 
• ••. _ ... 2 BDRM IN THE BOONIES ..... . 
..... -.HURRY, FEW AVAILABLE.. .... . 
,, ... - ............. 549-3850 ...... - ............ _. 
1 ANO 2 BDRM HOUSES, unfum, 
carpeted, r:Ja and heati"II, no pets, 
avail Aug, can 457-7337. 
2 BDRM HOME, newly remodeled, 
beautiful count,y setting, swinming 
pool privileges, near GoH Course, 
$55°"mo, no pets, rel required, 529. 
4808. 
2 BDRM, FULL basement, stove, ,a. 
tridgerator, no pets, $425/mo + $400 
dep, 443 North St, M'Boro, 687 • 
1755. 
2 BDRM, NEWLY remodeled, on 
SIU bus route, shed, no pets. 
$450/mo, 549-4471. 
Mobile.Homes 
... ,_MUST SEE I 2 bdrm trailer ....... . 
.... _.$195/mo & up!III bus ava~ ........ .. 
... _ ... Hurry, few avail. 549•3850 .... , .. . 
1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, 
close !o campus, S225-S400lmo, 
water & trash Included. no pets, caU 
549-4471. 
1 BDRM. CLOSE 10 campus, Mead-
owbrook Estates, S 160/mo, call 549. 
0491 or 549-7801. 
2 BDRM HOMES, water, sewer, 
trash pick-up and lawn care, laun-
droma1 on premises, Glisson MHP, 
616 E P.rk. 457-6405. Roxanne 
MHP, 2301 S Illinois Ave, 549-4713. 
FOUND ADS 
3 tines. 3 days FREEi 
536-3311 
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Helen, Sweetheart of the Internet 
by Jack Ohman 
by Peter Zale 
Jeff MacNelly's Shoe by Chris cassatt and Gary Brookins ------
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l':r~~·. SallllaD Calandar Contest! ::_-~ 
We are looking for models to be in iJur 
· 2002 Salartan Calandart 
•\Vinncrs picked December 15 
oGuys anci~can enter 
•first place winners get a chance to be the Solartan model 
•Must bt I 8 to enter a· Jd tan 
~LaoG".?/7\rD 457-TANU • 855 E. Grand Ave: 








When: Thursday, December 6th, 7pm 
Where: Carbondale Civic Center 
Register: Call The Drs. Speakers Bureau 









Guest Speaker: Dr. Brian Bird 
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TRACK 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 20 
have a really youni; team, but we: do 
have some: seniors. Everybody's working 
really hard and it \\ill be interesting to 
sec how they pro~s throughout the 
season." 
One person who Price-Smith is sure 
will do well this year is juni<'r high 
jumper Latrice Gray. 
"She'll be in the high jump, of 
course, and hopefully we'll have a strong 
showing there," Price-Smith said. · 
Price-Smith also mentioned middle 
distance runner Noa Beitler who was a 
star on the track last season as a fresh-
man. 
Gray 
out on the track.• 
"I can't wait 




"I've seen what 
!he's done in 
Israel. 1\-c seen 
a little bit of her 
capabilities, and 
it will be inter· 
csting to sec 
how it comes 
Wright, who is in his second year as 
the men's head coach. noted that his 
squad midc great st:icics last }"Cal' and 
should continue to impro,-c this season. 
The team finished si~.h indoors the 
year before \Vright took over, and they 
i;nprovcd to fourth last season. Wright 
said he thinks that within a couple 
}"C:J.CS, the squad \\ill win conference. 
The women's team added two for-
mer Ol}mpians to its coaching staff in 
Price-Smith and her assistant DcDcc 
Nathan. 
With si'( Ol)mpic Games between 
them, Price-Smith an'.l Natbn bring 
loads of talent as well as a vast knowl-
edge to the Saluki women's program. 
Although they arc skilled .in many 
facets of the sport, the one area where 
they \\ill be lacking this sc=n is in dis-
tance running. , 
"I don't sec it as a hindrance,• Price· 
Smith sJ.id. "I sec it as a place wher: we 
can grow in as far as the knowledge we 
learn in that area." 
Price-Smith said she is excited about 
being at SIU and working with a team 
that is as motivated and hard-working 
as this year's Salukis. 
"Fer me, it's a brand new game," 
Price-Smith said. "We're starting fresh, 
and whatever happened last }"Car, hap-
pened la\t year. The only thing that I 
look at is what .,. -,'re going to do this 
year to build on for :he year after that." 
Repo-rur Todd Merchant can be reached 
at merchanr@siu.edu 
SCHWAB where it was a year ago. hoops, often waiting until key con-ference games in late January and 
Febru:uy to show up in big num- .. 
hers. The S:tlukis ha,,:n'tJ1ad the: 
niost student-friendly home sched-
ules early on in the past couple 
years, but that's not the case this 
any Dig Ten \,:nuc the Hoosiers 
encounter. ' 
CONT11''UEO FROM rAGE 20 The Salukis have done · their 
part to stir the juices. of SIU stu-
dents and community members 
with an excellent 4-1 start. ; 
believed to be a Final Four caliber 
team. Now 4-1 on •'ic season, SIU 
is shm\ing early signs that this will 
be '1 breakthrough season. 
And after not flinching against 
the No. 2 ranked team in the coun• 
tr)', it's hard to imagine the S:i!ukis 
not bclirnng whole-heartedly that 
they can win just about any game 
they play the rest of the ,va}; includ-
ing possible postse=n games. }"C:J.1', • : • • 
So ,vakc up, SIU students! You 
arc: the ones who can pump up the 
\'olumc, and tl1cre's plenty of reason 
to make the Arena rock this winter. 
What a \yay to open the season. 
What· an · opportunity the 
Salukis have to liuild on that-and 
~ssibly climb into the Top 25 polls 
-,- with home games against UIC 
and Indiana: · 
'fhc earlv returiis ha,·e been 
con,incing. The Salukis ha,-c plen· 
ty of skill and size, \\ith \V-tlliams, 
Rolan Roberts and Jermaine 
Dearman leading the pack. In 
D.mc:n Brooks, Brad Korn and 
Tyrcsc Buie, the Salukis also pack 
punch off the bench. 
But not defending their home 
turf would deflate much of the 
momentum the S:ilukis ha\"C col-
lected. And there's nothing that 
would be much more deflating than 
a lukewarm response from S:iluki 
fans after SIU nearly hit the jackpot 
in Vega;. 
The goal should be to extend 
the Dawgs the ,varm welcome-
home they dcscn-c on Thursday. 
against a skilled UIC team that 
beat the S:ilukis last }'l:ar, and then 
to make the Arena as hostile a pit as 
, And what a shame it would be if 
SIU d~sn't off,'cr this team the sup-
port it has earned. 
R~parrer Jay Schu.mi can be rcackd 
at jrs80siu@aol.com 
Most importantly, SIU's defense 
and intensity is light years ahead of 
• In past years, students have been 
panicularly slow to warm to Saluki 
KINNAMAN 
CONTINUEO FROM rAGE 20 
Kinnaman is an outstanding scholar. 
"Caty is so strong acadcmicall); that's why this 
is happening," Gc,dz said. "She's out in three and 
a half year:. \\ith a 3.98 (grade point a,-cragc]." 
Not unly c!id KiMaman sen-c as a strong aca-
demic leader for the team, but she guided the team 
in C\'l:I')' other aspect as \\-ell. 
"She contributed C\"Cl')Whcrc; in rhc weight 
room, in the pool, in the classroom, on trips, team 
functions and in volunteer work,• Goelz said."\ Ve 
"ill miss her in C\"CI'}' facet of this spon." 
S:nior Brooke Radostits, Kinnaman's te.un-
matc for the past fou~ }"C:J.l'S, sJ.id the entire team 
\\ill be affected by losing Kinnaman. 
"I think \\"C'rc losing a really good role model 
for our underclassmen," Radmtits said. "She's 
always been a reall; positi\'c influence or,, all of us. 
We could be ha\'ing the worst day and shciJ always 
sec something good in it.• 
Radostits said Kinnaman's positi\'c attirudc 
often kept the team in good spirits. 
"She was :il,va}'S one of the people that kept our 
morale up," Radostits said. "Nmv somebody dsc is 
going to ha,-c to take her place :.od it's a hard posi-
tion to fill. It's not going to oc the same \\ithout 
her." · 
The team will miss Kinnaman's positive influ-
ences, but they \\ill be affected by losing her ath-
letic skills as wdL 
Kinnaman was a sprinter, an asset the team 
doesn't ha\-c much 0£ For the past three-plus years, 
she was a key member on the 400 freestyle relay 
team. In both the 1999.()() and 2000-01 seasons, 
Kinnaman was honored as a .Missouri Valley 
Conference Champion, an i\ lVC All-Conference 
selection and a mcmhcr of the MVC Scholar-
Athletc tcam. 
In her prep career at Bozeman High School in 
Bozeman, i\lont., Kinnaman was a member of 
four state title teams, captured two state titles as a 
member of the 200 and 400 relay teams, cimcd 
all-state honors and SCl'\-cd as team captain her 
senior}"C:J.I', . 
After gr.aduating with a degree in psychology, 
Kinnaman said she is ready to return to Big Sky 
country where she will work· at a sld resort. 
KiMaman's plans for the future don't immediately 
include S\\imming and that's quite all right by her. 
"I'll work out doing 
other things and it'll be a 
nice change,• Kinnaman 
:'lid. "I don't know when 
I'll get back to S\vimming, 
but it will be a while.• 
Kinnaman said she is 
most thankful to SIU for 
ghing her the chance to 
,-cnturc out of Montana. 
She said there: aren't many 
athletes from her stale Kinnaman 
who get to compete at a 
Di,ision I school 
"I'm very grateful and apprcciath-c of the 
chance I got," Kinnaman said. "It was a vciy 
important part of my life and I'm glad SIU gave 
me the opportunity." · · 
Reporter Liz Guard can be reached at 
clizabethguarJ@aoL::om 
Idaho ends dismal season wi_th single win 
ROLFE DAUS PETERSON 
IDAIIO ARGONAUT (U. (DAHO) 
i\lOSCOW, Idaho (U-WIRE) - Idaho 
Vandal footiiall reached a dubious plateau 
Saturday. The Vandals achic\'ed the most losses 
in Ul histo11 for a single season, as the team fin· 
ished \\ith a 1-10 overall record. UI ri.,':l!ed the 
record cf the 1960 team that finished 1-9 over· 
all. The Vandals came away from Thanksgiving 
break star\ing, as the squad dropped game~ to 
Montana and to North Texas. 
Saturday's 27-33 doublc-o,·crtimc loss 
against i\lontana may ha,·c been the most frus-
trating loss of UI's season. The Vandals played 
solid defense throughout regulation, holding 
the high powered Grizzlies to 20 points. 
"I felt like tr.c whole team really, really 
played \"Cl')' well other than a couple of turno,·ers 
and the missed field goals," Ul coach Tom 
OR 
Cable said. "Our cffon and courage wen: out-
standing." . . 
On this Saturday, the kicking game did not 
come through when called upon. Kieth Stamps 
and Brian Pope combined for four missed field 
goals and a missed extra point. 
Stamps, who won the kicking job from Pope 
early in the }"CJr, missed two field goals and a 
,ital extra point that would have given the 
Vandals a one-point lead in the fo!.irth quarter. 
lnncad, Ul stai-cd knotted with Montana at 20-
20 after four quarters. Pope replaced Stamps but 
_also slipped up. He missed a field goal in the 
fourth quancr that would have gi,-cn UI the 
advantage. 
"Big games alw:i}'S come down to big pla)'S," 
Cable said. "A couple of turno\·ers and a couple 
of missed field goals cost us the game." 
Montana took advantage oflhe UI mistakes, 
grabbing the ,ictory in the second m-crtimc 
stanza. Grizzly tailback Yo Humphrey broke 
through the Vandal defense for a 25-yard 
touchdown to end the contest. A slew of seniors 
led the Vandals in the final contest ·of their· 
careers at UI. Senior tailback Anthony Tenner 
churned up 175 yards on the ground on 38 car-
ries. The work horse ploughed in for two touch-
dowr- as well. Qyartcrback John Welsh fin-
ishc,\ out his career ,vith a solid outing. The 
senior passed for 227 yards and 2 touchdowns. 
Scnhr linebacker Brad· Rice steadied the 
defense, racking up 11 tackles in th~ contest. A 
week earlier, the Vandals were beaten in the 
final home game of the season against North 
Texas. The Mean Green topped UI 50-27 en 
route to \\inning the inaugural season of the 
Sun Belt Conference and a birth to the New 
Orl~ans bowl. UI played step for step . with 
North Texas, before a flurry of Mean Green 
scoring in the third quarter. North Texas took 
aJ\/:lntagc of three straight Vandal miscues to 
take conttol of the game. 
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AIDS AWARENESS WEEK 
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AJDS Memorial Ouilt Exhibit- Frida;. November 30 9:00 am -9:00 pm 
SIUC Student Center Ballrooms 
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STORY RY }AY SCHWAB • PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIC MOGENSEN 
Athletic Department trying to ensure Saturday's game with Indiana is an event to remember 
M ikc Trude !us diffaulty contuning Louis Rams about how they orchestrate their · his excitement :is he crnisions the preg:une sha1v, and decided a saled-down ,,:rsion l :.u:ne likely tii unfold at the SIU of that would be a nice touch for the Indiana . Arena on Saturday. game. 
There \\ill be bscrs. There ,,ill be fin:works. "It should reuly get people jacked up for d1e 
There ,,ill be rally tOl\i:ls. game itscU:" Trude said. "We think the atmos· 
But the most important compooenr, Trude phere is going to be there an}WJ.)', but\\,: want to 
hopes, ,,ill be a sold-out SnJ Arena for the lint twc::k it and get it up another notch to where it's 
tim.: in 11 ycus. absolute iru,}hem like it w:is against Indiana State 
Trude, the markctingdin:ctorfnrSaluki athlet- a couple}=~ ago. 
ics. is c;igcrly anticipating what should be a duot• "I'm judging C\"CI)"trung against that gam:: 
ic atmosphere at the Arena when the Indiana right na1v because that was an atmosphere that 
Hoosim come to tOI\TI to challenge the SIU men's w:is just dcctric. w 
basketball tcun Saturday afternoon. What's s~ the buzz around Saturday's 
Athletic Department markctm ha\,: long game? l\ lost omiously. Indim.1 is one of the most 
nuintained that their biggest ch:illenge i~ enticing storied programs in :ill of college baskct"311. The 
people to sha1v up to their lint game, because if Hoosim an: projected :is one of the top teams in 
that happ:ns, they t}pic:illy come back for more. the Big Ten this year, and the last time a Big Ten 
\ Vith th.-i~ in mind, the department is aggrcsshi:Jy, school \'l:llnui:d to Cari:>ond.t!e w:is 1987, when 
stri,ing to tum the SIU-Indiana game into a Wasconsin ,isited the Aicna. 
memorable expcri~cc. 'This is the second game cf a three-year con· 
"We're seeing this game :is a true showcase nact \\ith Indiana. Last }'C:lf the . Sa!uki, ,,,:re 
C\'l:llt,"Trude said. "We're kind ofbuildi-tg C\"CI)'"' thumped by the Hoosim in Bloomingtor., :ind 
thing intd this one little showcase c,.mt that \\'C next =son SIU "ill partake in a tournament 
· think can be huge for the area and for the pro- hosted by Indiana. It's ran: that a llig Ten team 
gram." will :agree to play on a la1,u profde school's home 
The festi,ities planned for Saturday ,\ill begin floor, but SIU hc.•d C03ch Bruce Weber and :iss:sc 
at 11 in the morning- four hours befon: g.ime- · tant l\fatt P.iintcr's Pwdue . background, along 
time -with a heated tailgate outside the Aicna. with some fornuute timing, p:n,:d the way for the 
Then: ,\ill be food, raffle prizes and a ,-ariety of agn:emcnt The contract formulated late in a 
other concession opportunities av.ilible to those scheduling cycle. 
whowanttogcarupforthegameonthecarlyside _ · "If you ,v;iit long enough, sometime:; some-
inside heated, closed-in tents. thing pops because peoples~ p:micking;\yeber 
The .fir.t 5,000 fans who enter the Arena will said. · 
r=i.,.erallytowclstofudthcLo:stcrousncs.sduring At _the ti~e die g.m-ie was scheduled, it 
the i;ame, bu, the most eye :ird car-popping"por- appeared that legendary IU head coodt Bobby 
rior. ofS:iturday'.• festhities will be a laser and~ Knight would be l!cadcd to C:ubond.t!e, but his 
v.-orla shOlv planned prior to the 5?-"1 of the game. , explosive· . temper-_ derailed his ·can:cr · m 
.The Athletic_~cnt conta~ the_~t Bloomington. · 
"Ob\iously if Bobby Knight was the coach,\\,: 
probably would ha,i: sold it out a month 2f;O, • 
Trude said. 
The prestige swrounding the Indiana g.ime hit 
another speed bump Monday when the Hoosicn 
fell just one spot out of the most rccrnt AP Top 25 
poll, diough IU is still ranked 24th in the 
ESPN/USA poll And altltough Knight !us been 
n:placcd \\ith Mike lli,is, die Hoosim an: still 
the Hoosiers. 
"Indiana is still a Top 25 team, c:xtre,ndy tal-
ented and a good regional m-alr);" SIU Athletic 
Director P.&ul Ka1v:akzyk said. 
As ofTuo:hy evening, d1cn: \\'Cn: about 2,200 
seats in the 10,000 capacity SIU 1'\reM still ::\':W• 
able to the gcncr.i1 public, most of which an: in the 
upper bowl.. Seli:ral hUl_ldrcd student tickets also 
remain. KOl\·.ilayk wised fans who ha,-c ordcn:d 
tickc:s a1 -er the phone to scoop them up prior to 
Saturda};prcdicting a "1112d house" :uound the,\ill 
call :zrna on g.imcday. 
SIU's c::xcdlent sha1,ing . in Las Vcg:as last 
wcckcnd, in which the Salukis finished second in 
an eight-team tounumcnt and nearly beat Illinois, 
has sp;uked an aa:dcrarcd pace of ticket sales early 
thisweek. . . ' 
1b,:n: was a stc:ldy stream of people all day· 
[Monday] and the phones ,,,:re off the hook :ill 
day,"Trude saiJ. wne fact that they did so well in 
Vcg;u is just such a big plll.1 for the late drive this 
"i:t.k to gcti' sold cct" . 
Whether the game St'lls out n:nuins to be seen, 
bur ifit happens, it ,\ill be the lint ~ in q.iite a 
while. 'Inc Salukis ha,'C!l't sold out a game since . 
lxick-to-b:ick conference matchups \\ith Illinois 
State and \Vichita State \\'Cl'C booked solid in 
Fcbruaiy of 1990. The bst cspcd.ally !.lrgc aawd 
SIU drew "':\S the aforementioned Indiana St::ate 
game in Fcbruaiy . of~'. ,men· 8,104 fans 
j-unmed the Arena. • 
Regardless of \\nether the game sells our, and 
win or lose-, there's little doubt Satunhy's game will 
beaspcctacle.ButforanJthleticdcp.utmentogcr 
to expand what !us become a somC\mat stagnant 
fan b:isc, the real indicator of hOlv sucassful the 
lndiaiu game is ,\ill be determined by \\Ticdier 
there's a bump in attendance in the coming wee~, 
Ticket pri= for non-students will n:tum to 
nonna.l after the Indiana game, and \\ith the pos· 
sibility strong that the Salukis ,,ill compete for an 
MVC championship this SC35Qn, Kowalczyk 
hopes Sawrd.ty is the stilt ofa special winter at the 
Arena. 
"\ Ve c:ertain!y don't want it to be a tl.sh in the 
p:ir." KowalaJksaid. "If people an: just ~to 
sec Indiana, that's gn:ar, but our goal is to ha\,: 
people identify with and reinforce their idcntifica• 
tion with the D.1wgs.w 
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
KERln' MALOHrf - 0AILY EGT"IAN 
PUNCH OUT! Shauna Adams a junior in Community Health from Mt. Prospect hits the punching bag Tuesday aftemoon at the Recreation 
Center. Adams uses sparing gloves and just started but says it's an awesome workout. 
Track and field season opens 
TODD MERCHANT 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN 
After several months of gruchng pr.tetices, 
the SIU track and field teasr.s \\ill compete in 
their fust meet of the season next week. 
SIU opens its indoor tr.1ck and field season 
on Dec. 7 when it puys host to the non-scored 
2001 Winter Meet at the Recreation Center. 
The event will include the men's and 
women"s teams from 
Murray Stale 
University as well as 
the women"s learn 
from the Uni\-rrsity 
of Tennessec-
Martin.' 
The field e\"ents 
\\ill begin at 1 p.m. 
and the running 
C\"rnts arc sured to 
Stuart start at 4 p.m. . 
Both men's head 
coach Cameron 
Wright and women's head coach Connie 
Price-Smith look at the meet as a chance to 
gauge their teams' development so far. 
Wright said he and his assistants recruited 
hard, and they believe they've signed some 
n-ally good kids. He said that, on paper, they 
should be a lot better team than last}=· 
"I fed we have a more balanced team this 
year," Wright said. "I think \\"r ha\-r people in 
C\-rry event who C1ll i'o well.\ Vith that being 
said, C\'crybody is going to be counted on to 
dowdl." 
Price-Smith said she doesn't know a lot 
about her squa.:l yet. She said the team has just 
recently started practicing indoors, and has 
not done a lot .,f specific training for each 
C\-rnt. 
Both teams ha\·e a lot of athletes returning 
that cc,uld \ic for conference, and possibly, 
national titles. 
"Our standouts arc man)~• \Vright said. 
"\Ve fed like our whole team can be stand-
outs: 
Wright referred to junior sprinter KC\in 
Mills, senior tMO\\"rr Adam Judge and senior 
jumper Nylcs Stuart as the team's top 
returnees. 
•J would say those three guys and Joe 
Zcibert, and guys like that, who arc our t::im 
lcaclcrs, arc going to be tough fo beat," Wright 
said. 
Price-Smith said it is hard to tell this early 
in the season who is going to compete in 
which C\"rnts and who will acd on the track. 
"I won't say anyone's better or any worse 
than anybody else," Price-Smith said. "We 






The Saluki women's 5\\imming team ,\ill lose an 
athlcrc, a scholar and a leader right smack in the 
middle of its season. 
Caty Kinnaman, a member of the team since 
1998, graduates in December, forcing her 10 leave 
before the end of the 2001-02 season. 
Kinnaman started her 5\\imming career at age 10 
when she got im-oh-rd with 5>nchronizcd 5\vtmming 
and didn't begin competitive rnimming until high 
school She said she will miss the sport, but at the 
same time, she's ready for a break. 
"I will miss the team because }'OU dC\-dop really 
good friendships," KiMaman said. "It's the cama-
raderie I'm going to miss and the challenges that it 
brought." 
According to SIU head coach Jeff Goelz, 
SEE KINNAMAN PACE 18 





The SIU men's bas~tball team is 
finally coming down out of the clouds 
after a wildly successful Thanksgiving 
\\-rckcnd in Las Vegas. 
It's partially up to you, Saluki fans, to 
. keep them there. · . . 
SIU returns home this week for a pair 
of non-conference games,· welcoming 







with J ndiana. 
Though 
the Salukis 
ha\'c a few days 
to recoup their 
energy after an Jay Schwab 
emotionally- DAJLY EGYPTIAN 
sapping cl:ish 
\\ith Illinois on 
Saturday, it would be natural for any fol-
low-up·game to be something of a let-
down after SIU in\'esred so much into its 
75-72 loss 10 the Illini. 
Problem is, for a team that intends to 
be pla)ing well into Marth, there's no 
rest for the \\"rary. Any un-:xpcctcd non-
conference slip-up could prove fatal in 
Sllfs quest to position itself for a poten-
tial at-large invite 10 the NCAA 
Tournament. 
"We can't stop here," SIU guard Kent 
\Villiams said. "We got satisfied last year, 
and )'OU saw what happened - \\-r went 
on a three-game losing streak. So we\-r 
just got to step it up C\'Cn more now." 
The Salukis have shown already that 
they're a mentally tough bunch this sea-
son, and they appear to ha\-r the right 
mindset as the UJC and Indiana games 
approach. 
But nothing would gi\'e SIU a biggt'r 
lift this week than an An:na jammed 
\\ith Saluki fans, who should be plenty 
appreciative of the showing the Dawgs 
put together in Las Vegas. 
- SIU had itself quite the Thanksghing 
in Vegas, defeating a credible major con-
ference opponent in Iowa State, demol-
ishing Hartford and then scaring the 
stuffing out of the Illini, who arc ,viddy 
SEE SCHWAB rACE 18 
